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OUR VISION

Self sufficiency in food and increased income generating opportunities in farming

OUR BUSINESS

To provide expert assistance and leadership that improves performance in
agriculture and fisheries
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OUR VALUES AND PRINCIPLES
Our Clients


To serve our clients professionally, diligently, impartially and with respect.



To support the primary sector through our traditions and culture.

Our Organization


To manage our organization honestly, efficiently and with full commitment,
accountability and transparency.



To treat our staff equitably, fairly and with respect.



To take personal responsibility to lead.



To deliver on our promises in a timely manner.



To be proactive in promoting positive change.

Our Resources


v

To recognize the fundamental role for provision of sound scientific technological
advice.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Annual Report of the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries (MAF) promotes its vision of
becoming self-sufficient in food and increased income generating opportunities in farming and its
business aim of providing expert assistance and leadership that improves performance in
agriculture and fisheries sectors as well as its values and principles that improves its services on
local farmers and fishers stakeholders, development partners and the public. To ensure the
achievement of its vision, the MAF responds in accordance with the theme of ASP “enhancing
partnership to develop and sustain agriculture and fisheries”.
The report consists of six sections reflecting a number of the Ministry’s divisions, notably the
Quarantine Division (QD), Crops Division (CD), Animal Production and Health Division (APHD),
Fisheries Division, Policy, Planning and Communication (PPCD), and Corporate Services Division
(CSD). The report has documented the work performance of the Ministry divisions throughout the
financial year. With the exception of the CSD, the financial report of the Ministry during this
financial year is given. The divisional report is structured based on the standard format approved
by the Legislative Assembly and the Cabinet that explains its target outputs, activities that were
carried out by the Ministry in partnerships with local farmers, fishers, stakeholders and
development partners through various programs and projects. Despite the concerted effort by the
Ministry’s staff, there are a number of challenges/constraints that confronting the sector. However,
a series of recommendations are also being made to improve the situation.
At the commencement of the Financial Year 2015/2016, a total of 475 (372 permanent and 103
casuals) approved positions funded by the local budget including those terminated through
retirement, end of contract, dismissals, resignation and extension of services and those appointed
through the recruitment and selection (R&S) process. The MAF employees, project staff and
farmers were also trained locally and abroad through workshops and meetings within this financial
year. The government payroll protocols across all MAF divisions were manageable as well as spot
checks implemented to monitor the employees’ compliance with the PSC policies and regulations.
The second review of IT policy that improves the IT services to all divisions was completed.
During this financial year, the Ministry aimed to strengthen its outreach programs for farmers with
donor assistance. The Ministry received the approved estimates of SAT13.6m for its annual
operation and personnel expenditures comprised of SAT11.3m for the outputs provided MAF,
SAT$2.3m for Transaction on Behalf of the State, while the Cost Recovery remained at
SAT$1.25m. But the overall budget was decreased by 3% if compared to the previous financial
year. Such decrease was due to the payment of the VAGST Output Tax, payment of land leases
for rural extension stations, payment of Stimulus Package (SP) program, construction of Vaea
access road and the MOR outstanding arrears as settled during the FY14/15.
At the end of financial year, the Ministry had expanded 96% (SAT$13.6m) of its grant
appropriation as a result of 99% utilization rate of SAT$11.3m for output provided by the Ministry
funds. The difference noted on the Approved Estimates for FY15/16 of SAT$0.35m was due to the
approved supplementary funds for WIBDI budget shortage of FY14/15.
Of the SAT$11.3m approved, only SAT$0.14m remained unexpanded. The majority were
committed to various outputs provided by the Ministry. About 94% (SAT$7.9m) of the
abovementioned SAT$11.3m was appropriated for personnel expenditures. However, the
availability of identified savings as a result of staff turnovers were vired to cater for capital,
operational and staff benefits. At the year end, remaining personnel funds (SAT$0.53m) were for
unutilized board and committee allowances and casuals transferred to permanent staff, resigned
or terminated as well as unutilized retirement benefits.
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On the other hand, SAT$2.8m of the abovementioned SAT$11.3m was appropriated for the
Ministry’s operational needs. At the year end, the remaining operating funds (SAT$0.016m) was
offset by the remaining personnel funds mentioned earlier. This was a result of pending payment
batches at MOF during the closure of financial year where outstanding balances have been carried
forward to the next financial year.
The Ministry planned to utilize the available savings to procure such needed capital items as the
replacement of obsolete office equipments. Throughout the year, SAT$0.051m worth of office
equipment, tools and furniture were procured in addition to other assistance from the external
donors (e.g. SACEP).
A total of SAT$2.7m was appropriated for transaction on Behalf of the State, which is the same as
the previous financial year. However, only SAT$2.3m was expanded to meet the membership fees
with our international counterparts, land leases and its on-going programs. The Ministry managed
to achieve its set target of cost recovery collection by 43% (SAT$0.8m) in monetary terms for this
financial year but depends on the public demand.
Despite the notable achievements by the Ministry in partnerships with local farmers, fishers,
stakeholders, and development partners, the challenges/constraints were also encountered that
could stop them from making further progress. However, recommended actions to improve the
situation are also proposed.
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SECTION ONE:

QUARANTINE DIVISION

1.

OUTPUT DESCRIPTION:

2.

OVERVIEW
The Quarantine Division undertake it’s operational activities in 5 Sections namely;
Technical Policy, Regulatory and Enforcement, Border Control (Airports & Seaports),
Public Awareness and Pesticide Registration and Monitoring.
The highlight for this financial year is the partial opening of the Faleolo International Airport
State of the Art facility. The anticipation is that a year from this opening will be the
completion of the full Faleolo International Airport Terminal which will be seen like below.
(Plate 1)

To prevent the introduction and spread of unwanted
agricultural pests and diseases, whilst facilitating the import and export of commodities, in
compliance with all existing agreements and international obligations. To regulate and
monitor the importation and use of pesticides.

Plate 1 : New Faleolo International Terminal

2.1

TECHNICAL POLICY
The Technical Policy mandate to undertake Import Risk Analysis (IRA) and Import
Health Status (IHS) for all Agricultural related items intend to import into the
country. This task requires to compile and acquire all the pests lists that associated
with the products intended to be imported and likewise the destinations where it is
supposed to be imported from.
It is an intensive role to play with much needed good international connections with
other partner institutions to assist with formulating a decision on several
applications. At the end of this financial year there were 15 applications received,
four higher than the previous year. Ten of these applications were approved via its
merits, with four declined due to risks associated and not enough information
required to get an approval, remaining one was in progress.

Table 1 below recorded the details of these imports applications and decision awarded to it.
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Table 1 : Imports Applications:
Client/Importer
Requested
Product/Commodity
Tiger Worm
1. Joan McFarlane
Lepou
Ham
2. Espen Ronnenberg

Destination
From : Country
Australia
Germany

Status & Comment
Declined (QEAC)
Approved

Tier 2 meat
Frozen Taro

Australia
Cook Island

Declined(QEAC)
Approved

Cook Island

Approved

6. CJ & Imports Ltd

Taro suckers (new
lines)
Blue Green Algae

7. SROS (Mr. Kenji
Siakimoto)

Orchids-Moth (Tissue
Culture Material)

Japan

Approved

Orchids Seedlings

Japan

Approved

Pork Meat

Germany

Approved

Banana (Tissue
Culture materials)
from Thailand
Strawberry Seedlings

South Africa

Approved

New Zealand

Declined

Oman

Approved

Pakistan

Approved

3. Ah Liki Wholsale
4. Tepaki Baxter
5. MAF

8. SROS (Mr. Kenji
Siakimoto)
9. Chan Mow Co.Ltd
10. MAF (SACEP)

11. Tony Howman
12. Apia Deep Sea
Fishing Co. Ltd
13. Apia Deep Sea
Fishing Co. Ltd
14. Seiuli Joe Hansell
15. MAF (SACEP)

Fish Baits (Sardine,
Sultanate of)
Fish Baits (Sardine,
Sultanate of)
Fowl wheat Grain
Live Piglets

Australia

Declined (QEAC)

New Zealand

In progress

New Zealand

Approved

On the exports side, several commodities were facilitated destined for overseas markets.
Such commodities do not required certification while some do required from overseas
markets.
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2.2

REGULATORY & ENFORCEMENT
The Regulatory Section enforces the treatment services for imported and exported
consignments to and from Samoa. The available treatments include Fumigation,
Incineration, Spraying, Freezing, Chemical Dipping, Boiling, Burying, Recycling and Post
Entry Quarantine. These treatment services assist with cost recovery collected by the
division annually.

2.2.1

The total volume of exported sacks/bags recorded for this financial year increases by 6%
compare to last financial year (90,112, 84,758). This is a result from the increase volume of
taro being exported to the New Zealand market. Similarly the litres volume for noni, honey,
turmeric and traditional medicinal juices accounts for 1,315,000 compare to 216,000 of the
previous year, an increase by 83%. This is an indication that the processing market in
liquid form is potentially promising.

2.2.2

Traditional fine-mats and other Samoan handicrafts continue to increase its exportation to
New Zealand, Australia, American Samoa and the USA including Hawaii. Samoan Culture
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obligations in these countries remains highly practice during traditional and cultural
activities. Plate 2 are the outgoing fumigated handicrafts and fine mats etc…
J ks dnck

Plate 2 : Fumigated Fine mats and other handicrafts bound for overseas

2.2.3

On the imports, Right Hand Drive Vehicles going through the water blasting treatments
recorded an increase by 16% from the previous year (2424, 2042). An increase of car
dealer businesses in the country provide a competitive market for low costs vehicles
imported from Japan, Thailand, Singapore, New Zealand and few from Australia.

2.2.4

It was also noted during the financial year, an increase importation of used tyres
consignments in addition to construction materials and food items. Most of these used
tyres are subject to fumigation treatment on arrival if not pre-treated at the origin country.

2.2.5

There were few products which was isolated under the post entry quarantine treatment
facility, these include taro new lines from cook island and few ornamental plants, some
survive after the quarantine period while some die off. Plate 3 below shows some of the
confiscated yams from Tonga which all die off after the quarantine period.

Plate 3 : Intercepted Yams from Tonga

2.3

BORDER CONTROL (AIRPORTS & SEAPORTS)
The border control section recorded clearance results for passengers and both accompany
and non-accompany consignments as well as cargoes from three international airports
(Faleolo, Fagalii and Maota), and 2 main active ports of Matautu-tai main wharf and the
Marina Yachts (Matautu), with rare attempt to Fagamalo and Satitoa upon special stopovers by Cruise Ships or other special government voyages. Non active ports include
Satitoa, Salelologa, Savalalo Fish market wharf and Mulifanua.

2.3.1


AIRPORTS:
There was an 8% increase recorded on the total number of flights arrived into Samoa at
the end of the financial year. Both large and small aircrafts arriving at Faleolo, Fagalii and
Maota airports accounted to the increase from 4,040 of the previous year to 4,379 of the
current year. Seventy (70%) of this number (3,055) are for large aircrafts while 1,324 (30%)
were small aircrafts. Although the increase number of flight arrivals, however the
passengers and crew numbers drops by 12% from the previous year (168,397) to 150,071
for this year. The results show that less people travel while consignments and cargoes
accommodate most of the flights.
About 16,406 units of commercial and private consignments recorded during the year. An
increase by 29% compare to 11,612 figures of the previous year. Out of the 16,000 plus
units, 9,412 were being searched and 649 units failed to comply with quarantine
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procedures. The non-compliance were mainly documentations and un-aware of quarantine
protocols. Materials such as cut flowers, pesticides, fruits, Pine Christmas trees, Vegetable
Seeds, Mosquito Coils, Cockroach spays, repellants, Manuka honey and some meat
products are some examples of accompany goods that accompanied by passengers and
do not have proper permits to import. Five hundred and forty seven (547) of the non
compliance materials were treated and release while the remaining were being destroyed.
In addition another 61,890 units imported via cargo were mainly day old chicks from New
Zealand by Ah Liki, Palau Poultry farm, Farm Supplies, Maxkar Co. Ltd and USP.
Only two flights to Maota Airport from American Samoa recorded during the month of
January 2016, these were chartered flights by the LDS Church.

2.3.2

SEAPORTS:
At the seaports operation, results were mainly obtain from the main wharf of Matautu-tai
given the majority of Vessels and other types of Ships anchored on this main wharf. Cruise
Ships, Cargo vessels, Fishing Vessels, Yachts, Tankers, Tokelau Vessel, Lady Naomi,
Naval Ships, Research Ships are some of the ships where seaport clearance performs its
mandated work for safe guarding Samoa from any risks introduction.



The total number of incoming ships/vessels for this financial year stands at 580. An
increase by 113 more than the 467 recorded last year. It is understood that the influx of
Fishing Vessels for trans-shipment of fish catch to other destinations prompt the 19%
increase for the year.
Similar to the airport counts, passengers and crew members for Lady Naomi and the
Tokelau vessel drops to 5,861 from 7,810 of last year. The total incoming consignments for
both commercial and private remains the same at less than 1% difference for the current
and the previous year, (20,130 – 20,185). The commercial consignments (16,328)
represent 81% of the 20,130 for the year, while only (3,802) 19% for the private
consignments.
From the total consignments of 20,130, more than half (10,759) of this have gone through
searched and inspections procedures. Only 3% (304) were considered non-compliance.
This is a good indication of minimum risks given the threshold level of 5% maximum.
There were 34 private consignment units being destroyed due to poor conditions and
outdated labels of mainly food items, and 587 units being inspected, treated and release
from 3,802 total for the year.
The clearance of freight depots and other commercial businesses and private people also
perform by the seaport section. The post office also is manned by this section and for this
year the parcels received accounts to 3,204 with almost half of it were being inspected and
search for any un-usual postals. Despite the slow activity of the Postal Office area,
however the risk of introducing into Samoa untreated seeds and other micro-organisms via
mail envelopes will not be compromise.





2.4

PESTICIDE REGISTRATION & MONITORING
The Pesticide Regulation 2011, is the main guide for this section. Within this regulation
there is a requirement for the formulation of the Pesticide Technical Committee to make
decisions for all incoming pesticides to Samoa as well as its monitoring and Storage. The
regulation also stipulates the costs of registration of any approved pesticides and the
offence penalty for non compliance importation and use of any pesticide product.

2.4.1

A total of eight (8) pesticides application received and analyzed during the financial year.
Five (5) of which granted approval from the Pesticide Technical Committee, while 3
products declined by the committee due to the availability of similar products in the country,
lack of available information for meeting the criteria on registration and/or supreme level of
toxicity compared to the acceptable required level. Table 2 below recorded the details of
these applications.

Table 2: Approved/declined Applications
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Pesticide Product
1

Applicant/Agent

Purpose

Status

Micro-thiol Disperses

Soil Health (Edwin
Tamsese)

Own Farm and
business use

Approved

Ethepnon (Growth Regulator)

Samoa Farmers
Association (Toleafoa
Afamasaga)
K & A Holding
Ah Liki Co. Ltd.

Association use

Approved

Business use
Own Farm
Alternative use

Approved
Approved

2

3
4

Hot Fogger insecticide
LUNA Privilege Fungicide

5

Agchem bifrethrin Insecticide

Samoa Hygiene Pest
Control (SHPC)

Business use

Approved

6

Targa Herbicide

Ah Liki Co. Ltd.

Own farm &
Alternative use

Declined

7

Vergo Herbicide

Ah Liki Co. Ltd.

Own farm &
Alternative use

Declined

8

Tom Cat Mouse Killer

K & A Holding Co. Ltd.

Alternative use

Declined

2.4.2

Moreover, there were 25 other pesticides products received after the FY from the Ah Liki
Co. Ltd, which will be analyzed and submit to the Pesticide Technical Committee in the
next Financial year. The products applications in progress include : Admiral, Applaud,
Chess WG, Enforce, Venom, Mirador, Pirimor, Oberon, Sevin Flo, Protek, Bravo 720,
Confidor, Mavrik Aquaflo, Mite-A, Dimilin, Taratek, Regstrepto, Li-700-multi-purpose
adjuvant, Raingard, Sumisclex, Thiram, Agri-50, Success Naturalyte, Diazinon and Ridomil
gold. Some of these products has already been registered in Samoa but will analyze it for
the committee in FY 16/17.

2.4.3

For the inspection and monitoring program around the whole sales and retailers outlets, a
total of 247 units seized from these outlets for un-registered products. The products include
power house Roach killer, PIC mosquito coils, Fogger boxes, Raid sprays and Blag Flag
sprays. The Companies were issue warning letters and/or issued penalties if repeatedly
stored such materials. Plate 4 illustrate some of the intercepted pesticides items during the
year.

Plate 4 : Intercepted Items from outlets and border

2.4.3

There were 11 consignments units seized at the border during inspections, 9 of which were
un-registered products and 2 were already registered. The un-registered ones are stored
for recycling activities while penalties and registrations charges were offered to importers of
registered products before release.

2.4.5

Sixty (60) Commercial and Special Permits were issued during the year, with 11 reregistration license valid for 5 years duration.
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2.5

PUBLIC AWARENESS
An important section to compliment non compliance on quarantine procedures and likewise
delivers the message as broad as it can for the benefits of the public. While constraints of
financial resources always encounters every year but the division itself manage to
maximize the available resources to its advantage.

2.5.1

Thirteen (13) Television packages for both TV3 & TV1 Stations, featuring Agricultural Show
discussion, Joseph Parker fight promotion associate sponsorship, School Children cosponsor “Spelling Bee program”, “Ete Silafia” program and “Rugby Tri-nation” associate
sponsor advertisement, both TV1 &, one sponsoring Funny videos by the Laughing
Samoans and one as associate sponsor for the Rugby Tri-nations.

2.5.2

Twelve (12) e-newsletters posted on website to remind and reflecting the Quarantine of
role and important issues for public information and understanding.

2.5.3

Seven (7) displays put up for ; PSC Day, New Taro Variety Launching, Agriculture Shows
for both Upolu and Savaii, USP Open Day, NUS Open day and the Environment Day.

2.5.4

Four (4) public seminars delivered for USP Alafua Students, NUS Horticulture Students,
American Samoa Community College Students and Lefaga Village on Pesticides
Registration.

2.5.5

Two (2) Billboards for the Post Entry quarantine Direction at Avele, Ten (10) articles for the
Samoa Observer Column on Agriculture, Two (2) developed promotion posters for Cane
toad and Brochure for Protecting Samoa and Six (6) consultations mainly for the
Quarantine Biosecurity Act review Bills.

2.5.6

The Cabinet approved committees of Quarantine Export Advisory Committee (QEAC) and
the Pesticide Technical Committee (PTC) manage to meet 4 times (every quarter) during
the year.

2.5.7

Twenty two (22) Staff meetings did materialize during the year, 3 staff presentations and 6
internal refresher training sessions conducted to maintain staff knowledge on quarantine
procures and how it is applied to daily routine duties. Another 6 invitations from other
ministries were noted for workshop attendance on related issues to quarantine.

3.

CHALLENGES




4.

RECOMMENDATION
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Quarantine Service required additional staffs at appropriate level to make sound decisions
as one of the government essential service.
High expectation of public awareness for quarantine service while limited budget allocation
to cater for such activity.
High cost of maintenance to quarantine treatment facilities

Quarantine type service requires the quality staffs to make drastic decisions given the
Samoan environment, hence invest in its human resource capability is highly required.
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SECTION TWO:

CROPS DIVISION

1.

OUTPUT DESCRIPTION - To undertake research, developments and to provide advisory
services to improve crop production, quality and protection for subsistence and commercial
producers.

2.

ACTIVITIES

2.1
2.1.1


RESEARCH SECTION
Ongoing research and evaluation of at least one improved crop variety
Research still continues on the varietal trials of five selected varieties for import substitution
namely tomato, sweet pepper, lettuce, kang kong and sweet potato from SPC selection.
The trials were conducted on 7 farms and 3 on station. Other research attributes including
population density, organoleptic taste tastings, crop calenderization, crops budget, quality
standards, tunnel houses and irrigation trials and rock bedding were investigated to be
integrated and recommended practices.



2.1.2


Conservation of selected crops in Tissue Culture
Ongoing micro-propagation and conservation of selected crops in the Tissue Culture
laboratory to cater for research purposes: Number of Agricultural crops being cultured in
the lab within this financial year including, (banana -152, Irish potato -503, taro -218, yam 200, sweet potato-130) and Ornamentals (Orchards -87).

2.1.3

Research on selected traditional banana varieties using new technology (Double row
spacing)
Traditional banana has shown yield improvement when planting in the double row spacing
and intercropped with papaya. Ongoing maintenance and monitoring as source of
meristematic tissue for tissue culture laboratory. (Fa’i aupupuka, fa’i mamae, fa’i Samoa,
fa'i sosisi, misiluki, soaa) for gene pool and conservation purposes.



2.1.4











Strategy for the control of the coconut rhinoceros beetle
(Oryctes rhinoceros), pest of the coconuts and palms
Ongoing Sanitation program in partnership with selected
community to make sure effective implementation of coconut
rhinoceros beetle control program.
Collecting of the different beetle stages (egg, larvae, pupa, beetle)
from around Samoa
Completed six (6) community support field works (Faleula, Fagalii,
Leauvaa, STEC, Satitoa Aleipata) - 4030 collected beetles and
were used for mixing the biological control solution (fungus &
virus)
Completed 2 community consultations with Village Mayors for
Upolu (1) and Savaii (1)
Use of pheromone traps (researching the different catchment
models of traps PVC pipe, bucket, and half 44-gallon drum). All
were effective, although the PVC pipe had better results
Cabinet has approved the National Implementation Strategy for the
Elimination of the Coconut Rhinoceros Beetle in Samoa.
Completed one (1) Delimiting survey – A national survey
determined the level of coconut rhinoceros beetle infestation. The
HOT SPOTS identified were: Savaii –Salega; Cape Siuvao; and
Upolu - Luatuanuu (Anoamaa), Letogo and Fagalii (Vaimauga),
Tafaigata(Faleata), Faleolo and Fasitoo- Uta (Aana), Malua (Tuamasaga).
Completed releasing of biological control agents to hot spots listed below

Vaitele

and
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2.1.5



Recorded
solutions
of
virus:
955litres
(Oryctesvirus)
litres(Metarhiziumanisopliae) applied as biological control agents;

and

fungus

924

Application of Giant African Snail (GAS) Biological control
On-going mass rearing of Flat worm (Platydemusmanokwari) as a bio-control agent at the
Nuu facility.
On-going collection and monitoring the effectiveness of using Flat worms to control GAS.

2.1.6


Monitoring & Evaluation program of Fruit fly species
On-going surveillance of installed bait and traps with updated
data collection to monitor and continue geographical distribution
of baits, traps & identification of existing fruit fly species in Samoa
to determine any possible incursion of exotic species. To
determine whether there are any new species entering the
countries.
i. Quarantine surveillance - pheromone traps ( Cue-lure and
Methyl eugenol),
ii. host fruit collection for the identification of possible new fruit
fly species
iii. Number of sites Upolu 34, Savaii 31

2.1.7


Research on Hot Water Disinfestations Treatment for Export Taro (Phase 1)
Ongoing studies were conducted in partnership with Plant and Food Research of NZ to
determine an alternative measure for fumigation treatment on export consignments to NZ.
Phase one was the completion of preliminary trials to investigate different set temperatures
for killing the target pests of NZ concerned (nematodes and mites) without having negative
impact to taro quality.

2.1.8


Emergency Response Plan
Assist one (1) awareness workshop on existing Emergency Response Plan (ERP)
collaboration with MNRE (DMO), MAF Quarantine which funded by SPREP to review the
existing plan.
Completed one (1) practical workshop for ERP which was carried out at Nuu Research
Station.


2.1.9






Publish at least one Research and development findings
Completed 3 SACEP Crops manual (,Tomatoes ,Capsicum and Lettuce)
Completed 1 publication on Store and Ship Fresh taro (Colocasiaesculenta) from Samoa at
10°C to maximize shelf life and eating quality.
Produced 10 articles (SACEP crops, Rhino beetle sanitation community program),
television news release report.
Completed Phase One report experiments on Development on a hot water disinfestations
treatment for Taro.
Completed one publication on ‘Identification of plant parasitic nematode associated with
taro (Colocasiaesculenta) ACIAR Project – Developing Cleaner Export Pathway for Pacific
commodities.

2.1.10 Organise and coordinate seminars on research findings, with stakeholders
 Conducted 2 seminars for farmers, stakeholders and publics on SACEP recommended
crops at Tanoa Hotel and National University of Samoa at Lepapaigalagala Samoan fale.
 Conducted 4 seminars with the Crops Advisory staffs to introduce the findings from
researches. Methods include:
i. Good Agricultural practices
ii. Plant Health Clinic – identification of pests & diseases of plants using fact sheets
iii. Taro plantation with mucuna and without mucuna
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iv. Results of on-farm and on-stations variety trials & population density trials on
kangkong, Chinese cabbages, Head cabbages, lettuce, tomato and sweet pepper
under SACEP project.
2.2

DEVELOPMENT SECTION

2.2.1

Production of planting materials - Several propagation methods continue to use for
multiplication of all food crops.
Multiplication of vegetables seedlings varieties
Vegetable 130,000 seedlings
Multiplication of fruit trees planting materials
Fruit trees 21,861seedlings
Multiplication of root crops improved varieties for food security and export purposes;
Talo – 32,148 patches
Yam –200 seedlings
Sweet potato – 2,920 plants
Taamu – 150 suckers
Cocoyam – 570 suckers
Cassava- 5,520 plants
Multiplication of plantation crops-banana, pineapple, cocoa, coffee and coconut;
Coconut - 23,903 seedlings
cocoa – 50,897 seedlings
Multiplication of nuts & spices
32,731seedlings of nuts & spices







2.2.2








2.2.3


Distribution of Planting Materials- to cater for farmers’ request, research purposes,
extension programs and other crops development projects implemented by other
government agencies and NGOs
Distribution of fruit tree seedlings
Fruit tree 4,962seedlings
Distribution of root crops
Talo – 22,011 patches
Cassava–20,220 cuttings
Sweet potato – 130 seedlings
Distribution of plantation crops
Coconut -14,146 seedlings
cocoa – 36,649 seedlings
Distribution of nuts and spices
Nuts & spices – 30,396 seedlings
Distribution of vegetable seedlings by MAF and seeds by Sino-Samoa project 250,000
Vegetable – 71,306 seedlings
Official launching of 3 new export taro varieties during the Agriculture Week in Upolu on
October 2015 and planting materials were distributed in Savaii Ag Show on December
2015.
Completed distribution of 7,000 talo Fusi, 6,200 talo Lani and 300 Talo tanu for the
stakeholders participated in the launching program.
Continue using of MAF pack houses for preparations of export commodities to
overseas markets
Crops Division continues to provide support for the taro export industry and other emerging
export commodities preparations to ensure consistent supply of quality produce that are
highly complied with Quarantine and overseas market requirements
i. MAF pack house
ii. Quality Assurance Team for inspection of every consignments
iii. Farmer training programs
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iv. Consultation with exporters
Table 1: Export Taro from July 2015 – June 2016
No. of
No. of Units
No. of taro
MONTHS
Containers
packed
July

15

9,574

168,952

191,480

August

15

10,523

173,568

2,053,48.5

September

16

10,446

187,205

2,117,495

October

14

10,019

174,625

202,370

November

13

8,518

143,473

170,789

December

8

5,622

97,411

112,440

January

7

4,775

80,818

95,140

February

16

11,637

201,893

232,740

March

8

5,871

99,935

116,260

April

8

4,795

81,815

96,841

May

8

4,558

76,773

89,232

5
136

3,274
86,338

58,681
1,486,468

65,551
1,724,390

June
TOTAL

2.2.4



2.3
2.3.1
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weight (kg)

Strengthen linkage among growers, exporters and processors (taro, Tahitian lime,
cocoa, coconut)
On-going work collaboration with growers, exporters and processors (taro, Tahitian lime,
cocoa, coffee and coconut) to ensure sustainable supply of high quality export commodities
and development of new export pathways frozen taro to Australia.
Effective partnership with private owned packing facilities.
i. Ah Liki pack house
ii. Saolotoga pack house
iii. Sala Sagato
ADVISORY SECTION
Completed two (2) trainings workshop on Plant Health Clinic (PHC) held atNuu
Crops Division and Salelologa Savaii assisted by Dr Grahame Jackson under the
ACIAR IPM/ICM Project.
Two trainings were carried out as part of the ACIAR IPM/ICM project held at Nuu Crops
Division on 28th – 30th September 2015 and Savaii Salelologa on 4th – 7th April 2016
partnership with SPC consultant Dr Grahame Jackson. The main aim of the two workshops
was for technical staff capacity building to fully equipped and be able to handle this new
approach for problems solving faced by farmers on pests and disease management. There
were seventeen (17) technical staff actively participated at Upolu workshop and eleven (11)
attended at Savaii workshop.
The technical staffs put into practice the acquired knowledge by responding to Plant Health
Clinics with the group of invited farmers who bring their pest and disease plant samples
which represent problems they are currently facing. The attached reports show the details
of these workshops.
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PHC Nu’u Crops 28 – 30 Sept 2015

PHC Salelologa 4th – 7th April 2016

2.3.2


PHC Salelologa 2016

PHC Nu’u Crops 2015

Completed one (1) Plant Health Clinic –PHC Program
The first Plant Health Clinic was coincided with the Agriculture Show at Malaefatu Park at
Sogi on the 15th October 2015. The aim of having PHC during the Agriculture Show was to
target the participation of farmers, not only to take part in competition but also having the
opportunity to bring their problems for better advice.

2.3.3

Conduct 1 Seminar Workshop on the Launching of the Results of the On-Farm
Research Program
 Complete two workshops conducted by the SACEP Research team to build the capacity of
the Crops advisory staffs on results of varietal trials on selected crops tomatoes, sweet
peppers, onions, carrots and potatoes.
 The programs prioritized the improvement of the production systems for important local
crops like lettuce, head cabbage, Chinese cabbage, bananas and papaya and the
introduction of new crops;
 to improve the Samoan diet such as Kang Kong.
 improved open field nurseries using rocks
 the management of pesticides.
 A series of new technologies were also introduced in the field trials such as
 use of planting templates,
 high population densities to different planting patterns
 foliar fertilization,
 formulation and proper quantification of fertilizer materials
 the design of small drainage ditches.
 Technologies were also introduced at the nursery for the production of healthy and
vigorous transplant seedlings including the use of pellets, foliar fertilization and the use of
improved potting mixes.
 The results of this research effort was to be shared with the scientific community, farmers,
buyers of produce and other concerned participants in the supply chain for fruits and
vegetables, as well as the general public. The workshop was held at the National
University of Samoa, Samoan Fale on 11th August 2015 targeting the scientific community
of Samoa. The second seminar was held at Tanoa Hotel on 13th August 2015 was focus
on the farmers, buyers, and other supply chain participants. The purpose was to formally
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and officially launched the tested recommended technologies and varieties of import
substitution vegetables. The general public was also welcome to the events.

2.3.4




2.3.5
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Completed Training of Trainers - ToT workshop on 24th – 25th Nov, 2015 for extension
and advisory staff in Upolu on disseminating of completed research information and
available technologies
The Training of Trainer workshop for the extension and advisory staffs for Upolu was held
on 24th – 25th November 2015 at the Crops Division new advisory conference room. The
training was officially opened by the Principal Crops Development Officer Mr.Malouafuli
Pueata Tanielu; emphasized the importance of this workshop. Mr Malouafuli highlighted
the main role of each section such as research, development and the extension throughout
this project. These roles are include the scientific trials that enable the communities such
as subsistence and commercial farmers to grow MAF recommended vegetable crops for
production and to allow for import substitution. Thus, the main objective of the workshop
was to build up the capacity of advisory staff through ToT with the research people
providing technical information.
The workshop was carried out by the research section staffs with the input of few advisory
people who were involved in the research activities. The two day training was focused on
the cultivation of new improved varieties of vegetables such as tomato, sweet pepper,
Kang Kong, Chinese cabbage, lettuce as well as promoting agricultural technologies that
have been developed like tunnel house with irrigation, rock bedding, high and low
population densities, seed treatment germination methods, water harvesting, heavy
tractors and rock removal implements use. Additionally, the SACEP technical assistance
on marketing Mr Andreas Lombozi discussed the marketing linkages model that was
developed between MAF and stakeholders.
Completed Farmer Field School –FFS for the farmer groups at FusiSafata
The Farmer Field School training workshop was successfully implemented within three
months which was started in February and completed on May 2016 under the SACEP
project as part of the extension training programs. The training was guiding by the
Curriculum Plan that was developed and highlighting the training lessons whereas the
staffs were able to teach the farmers. The group of 25 farmers from the village of
FusiSafata, were able to take part on the field assessment which is call AESA (Agro-EcoSystem Analysis) and group discussion throughout the whole period of training. The
workshop was target the new improve varieties of vegetables such as sweet pepper,
tomato, lettuce and Kang Kong that were experimental and confirmed by the research unit.
The farmers were also having the opportunities to visit the resorts such as Sinalei and
Coconut in addition with the visit to the semi commercial successful farmers. These
farmers include Tauleoo Atinae Ata and Fesolai Ruta Tuiola at Faleasiu-uta and Fiamatai
Reupena at Vaoala. The groups are still selling their produce to the resorts as they
negotiate during their visits.
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Farmers visiting Sinalei Resort

Farmers visiting Coconut Resort

2.3.6

SACEP Matching Grant Farmers Training Workshop on optimizing production using
available technologies and information
Within the manual and implementation plan of the SACEP Extension and Advisory program
for 2016, a capacity building activity was listed in the Matching Grant Program (MGP) for
beneficiaries who were registered under the Fruit and Vegetable component.



There were twenty three MGP farmers from the 1st, 2nd and 3rd Intake, two supplier
companies (Agriculture Store and Bluebird Lumber) and over ten MAF staff that attended
the workshop that was held on 23rd – 25th February 2016.
The training was officially opened by the Principal Crops Advisory Officer Mr Tuuamalii
Tommy which highlighted the main objectives of the workshop. He emphasized that the
seminar was focused on the promotion of new improve varieties of vegetable crops,
demonstration of new technologies such as tunnel houses with irrigation and water
harvesting, rock removal and heavy tractor implements and their functions, discussion of
health issues, environmental safeguard and safe use of pesticide as well as to discuss the
marketing linkages framework.
There were ten presentations;
 The presentation by Rev FililagiToleafoa (senior crops advisory officer) was on
kangkong which is a vegetable that is strongly suggested to farmers to choose for
production due its benefits such as easy to grow in dry and wet season, high nutritive
value and pest and disease free.
 (2) Mr Robert Tautua (Research Officer) presented on the different seed germination
methods, such as scarification, tissue paper and soaking seed with water to make sure
that the seeds are viable and easy to germinate.
 (3) Mr Tuuamalii presented on cultivation of new recommended varieties of tomato and
lettuce and their husbandry practice. The varieties of tomato included big beef, king
kong and heat master while lettuce varieties were tropical, seven wonder and red
rappid.
 (4) Rev Toleafoa presented again on the promotion of rock bedding which utilized the
collection of rocks around vegetable gardens for nursing seedlings.
 (5) Mr AualiitiaParateMatalavea (Principal Crops Research Officer) discussed new
planting technology to increase the production of Chinese cabbage. He suggested the
use of high population density growing patterns using triangular planting with 10cm x
10cm between plants and rows which provided advantages such as high production,
easy to tie during harvesting and reduction of weeds.
 (6) Mr Malouafuli Pueata Tanielu (Principal Crops Development Officer) presented
gross margin analysis for selected crops. He stated the importance of record keeping
determining the profitability of the farm enterprise. (7) Mr Aualiitia also discussed
husbandry practices for sweet pepper and suggested the recommended improve
varieties such as olga, alice and yolo wonder.
 (8) Dr Seuseu Tauati did a presentation of the Crop suitability map and their relevance
to crop production.
 (9) A Ministry of Health representative presented on issues which are facing people
due to the lack on their understanding regarding the impact of their eating habits and
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 (10) Mr Tuuamalii did the final presentation on environmental safeguards and safe use
of pesticides on the farm.
In addition to the presentations and discussions throughout the three days, there were field
visits and demonstrations. The participants were given the opportunity to visit the Chinese
demonstration farm and the SACEP vegetable and fruit trees nurseries. Also, there were
demonstrations on the function of heavy tractor implements such as the ripper and disc,
and the function of the rock removal implements and water harvesting from tunnel houses.
Before and after workshop, two evaluations were carried using Bench Mark Ballot Box
Evaluation system. These evaluations showed the knowledge retained by the participants.

Visiting Chinese - Samoa project

2.3.7


Tractor demonstration

Heavy Tractors and Rock Removal Workshop
For the first time in Samoa, training was held focusing on the
removal of rocks because Samoa is made up of volcanic
islands; it is undoubtedly a challenge in most places and
areas around the islands for works like infrastructure and
especially farming.
The very first move to start off a farm is removing the rocks
and cleaning the grass and or some trees. The Crops
Division, Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries at Nu’u has just
received new machinery through SACEP Project to help the
farmers with removing and clearing the rocks from an area, specified for the crop farms.
The purpose of this training is to practically learn the chosen operator, extension,
development and research staff to be familiar with operating the machine as well as giving
procedures to be followed and requirements to consider and be aware of for their safety
and promoting implements to farmers and stakeholders. The successful commercial
farmer; Ricky Westerlund was in charge of demonstrating the procedures in using these
machines to some of the farmers that participated and other staff members of the Crops
Division Nu’u.

2.3.8


Completed three (3) Training Workshop on Climate Change Ready Crops one at
Savaii and one in Upolu
As the climate changes from its norm weathers towards disastrously hot days; so as the
famine’s approach towards our crops and different types of blights are getting to its
sensitive stages, in ruining our farms. The Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, Crops
Division, is coming up with different ways and ideas to help the people of Samoa to be
ready and alert at all times when such disasters strike our islands. The workshops were
held on 27th January 2016 at Asau station and 29th January at Nuu Crops Division which
funded by SPC project and in relation to FAO Treaty project.
Part of these strategies is this training for farmers regarding crops that suits the changes in
our climate. There were 20 individual farmers at Nuu Crops Division, Tafitoala farmer group
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and 25 farmers at Asau station that participated the training facilitated by members of the
Crops Department at Nu’u, concerning the deciding of suitable crops to plant, managing
our farms, taro export pathway and other several matters that relate to saving our farms
from the changes in our climate.
Masters Degree in Agriculture and South Pacific Community representative expert;
Moafanua Tolo Iosefa one of the presenters, stressed out in his presentation that instead of
us relying on just taro, we are encouraged to approach other crops that are now on the
markets for overseas and also local like cassava and sweet potato. Also breadfruit, ta’amu
and banana are some crops that were suggested this day to be planted because they can
withstand droughts and long periods of no rain.
2.3.9




Distribution of Machineries to the local farmers funded by China Samoa Project.
On Thursday 28th January 2016, a special ceremony was conducted at the Chinese Samoa
Technical Corporation project site at Nuu 2, Crops Division, Ministry of Agriculture and
Fisheries to officially open the program for the distribution of farm machineries to the local
famers, NGOs and Private Sectors.These farm machineries were donated by the
Government of the People’s Republic of China to the Government of Samoa through the
China Samoa Technical Corporation project currently implemented by Crops Division, MAF
in collaboration and partnership with Chinese Government. The project is at phase four
now and the main objective is to improve and increase the production and supply of
vegetable in Samoa.
A total of 60 farm machineries were distributed to more than 30 farmers including NonGovernmental Organizations, Private Sectors, Cooperation and Churches who submitted
their applications and approved by the Ministry of Agriculture. The farm machineries
include corn grinders, corn slasher and the estimate total cost for these machineries is
SAT$80,000.00 Before the farm machines were given out to the farmers a demonstration
how to operate the machines was carried out by Chinese Team.

2.3.10 Maintenance of Agriculture Stations
 The agriculture station at Aleisa was renovated as well as building up the new station at
Matautu Lefaga under the China Samoa Cooperation project. All agriculture stations both
Upolu (Poutasi, Savaia) and Savaii (Salelologa, Saisina, Salailua, Asau) were also
constructed new store rooms.
 All tunnel houses in all stations were replaces the new plastic cover as the impacted of
strong wind damage during the rainy season. The replanting of tunnel houses is ongoing throughout the year.
 The nurseries or screen house are still nursing the vegetable seedlings, cocoa and fruit
tree seedlings to be sell and distributed to the farmers through farmer trainings.
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2.3.11 Install Tunnel Houses and Irrigation Systems for Schools
 Four (4) colleges were selected to receive tunnel houses and irrigation systems under the
China Samoa Cooperation project to support the agriculture science students. These
schools include Faleata College, Avele College, Falealili College, and Palalaua College.

2.3.12 Installed Tunnel Houses and Irrigation Systems Farmer Groups
As part of the phase 3 for the China Samoa Cooperation project, three farmer groups at
Savaii were selected to receive tunnel houses and irrigation systems. These farmer groups
include Siufaga farmer group, Fogasavaii farmer group and Sili farmer group.

2.3.13 Stimulus Package Program
 The distribution of planting materials, demonstration registered farmers and monitoring
visits were still on-going.
 Six (6) staffs were fully participated the Stimulus Package inspection for the 1 stpayout for
almost three weeks.
2.3.14 Agriculture Show
 Ten (10) staffs both Upolu and Savaii were attended the inspection for the Agriculture
Show in 2015 for almost eight (8) weeks.
2.3.15 Collaborations with government ministries and NGOs
 On-going collaborations with MoH, MESC, on nutritional health promotion programs.
 On-going collaborations with MWSCD, MCIL, MNRE, SQA, FAO, and SROS on some of
the agriculture related activities where the crops division advice will be needed. Attending
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meeting and workshops as invited by the above Ministries and Organisations to discuss
agriculture issues.

MNRE SMSMCL Training Workshop on Sustainable Land Management

2.4
2.4.1
















PROJECTS UNDER THE CROPS DIVISION
SACEP Project - Component 2 Fruit & Vegetable
Varietal evaluation targeting the Import Substitution selected crops (Irish potato, bulb
onion, carrots and sweet potato, head cabbage, Capsicum, Kang Kong, Tomatoes and
Chinese cabbage) to determine appropriate agronomic husbandry practices, pest &
disease practices adaptable to Samoa environment. Varietal trials were conducted for on
farm and on station. All the named crops were able to be grown in Samoa.
Completed on stations and on farms varietal and population density trials for Chinese
cabbages, Kang kong, lettuce, bulb onions, carrot, tomato and sweet pepper.
Completed 2 trainings for MGP farmers on Good Agriculture Practices
Completed 2trainings for MGP farmers on Safe use of pesticides
Completed 2 trainings for MGP farmers with the owners of hotels, restaurants,
supermarkets for market linkages.
Completed three Official launchings of the SACEP crops varietal trials results.

One workshop completed on the Presentation of Scientific research results by Crops
research team at the National University of Samoa targeting the Scientific community
One workshop completed on the presentation and display of scientific research results by
Crops research team at Tanoa Hotel conference room targeting farmers and stakeholders.
Invitation was also extended to APTC Hospitality for demonstration of their cooking recipes
and menu.
One workshop completed on the presentation and displays of scientific research results by
Crops research team at Tanoa Hotel
Completed a series of Organoleptic Taste testing of all trialed crops listed above
Completed farmer trainings and awareness for the use of Rock removal and heavy
equipment
Completed installation of Water harvesting & irrigation technology at Nuu station to
demonstrate water management and conservation practices and to investigate its
efficiency rate for growth of selected vegetable crops
Completed operators training on proper use of heavy machines and implements for field
preparation; removal of rocks, land ploughing and making raised beds
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2.4.2


Agriculture and Fisheries Cyclone Recovery Project (AFCRP)
Completed construction of 2 Crops cyclone damaged nurseriesand refurbishment
Extension work of Atele Packhouse

2.4.3


ACIAR /IPM/ICM Project
1 experiment completed on ICM bio control agent using Trichogrammachilonis for the
control of Large cabbage moth, angle moth and hawk moth on Brassica crops and other
identified weeds
On-going rearing of colonies ofT. chilonis and data collection on different hosts for future
experiments on host testing and impact assessment.
Completed one survey on sweet potato weevil for both Upolu and Savaii. Results has
indicated that two weevilsspecies (West Indian weevil and Ginger weevil) already exists in
Samoa that have minor impacts. (Survey report for clarification)
Completed one survey on Asian Citrus Psyllids in both Upolu and Savaii and the report
confirmed the presence of these species and recommends further identification. Samples
were sent to Australia for DNA testing (Survey report for clarification)
Completed one survey on Trichogrammachilonishost in Upolu and Savaii and found out
these are the species that attack T. chilonis in the field. Overall our estimates of parasitic
frequency in the different hosts are:
 LCM: 90% T. chilonis, 10% T. australicum (Large cabbage moth)
 N. b. alba 80% T. chilonis, 20% T. achaeae (Angle moth)
 H. bolina 15% T. chilonis, 70% T. australicum, 15% by T. achaeae (Black
utterfly)
 - O. fulloniaonly a single parasitised egg was found, attacked by T. chilonis(Fruit
Piercing moth)
Completed Fact Sheets and Mini Fact sheets translation for our farmer trainings







2.4.4








2.4.5
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ACIAR /PARDI -Developing a clean system for market ready taro cultivars in Samoa
Completed the 2nd revised version of the Taro export pathway manual in English, 50
copies were disseminated to farmers and exporters participated in the taro launching.
Completed one poster on developing a clean seed system for market ready taro cultivars
and used for displays.
Completed two farmer trainings on taro propagation methods 1Savaii and 1 Upolu
Completed one scientific publication on 'Identification of plant parasitic nematodes
associated with taro'
Distribution of Hats for the farmers as a promotion of the 3 new taro varieties
Distribution of fact sheets on characterizations for the 3 new taro export varieties
Launching of these 3 new taro varieties completed
Completed distribution of new taro varieties to farmers participated in the launching
program
China Samoa Project (China Samoa Development Project -Phase 3
Distribution of tools and equipment to assist the farmer groups in partnership with MAF;
beneficiaries including Liliolevao farmer group from Aleisa, Tauatiae, farmer group from
Tuanai, Tauatinae and farmer group from Faleasiu-uta.
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Two new extension units with new tunnel houses and drip irrigation system established in
Savaia Lefaga and Matautu Falelatai to strengthen our partnerships with our rural
communities.
On-going establishment of vegetable demonstration plots for extension trainings and
schools field visits.
One extension unit at Matautu Falelatai officially opened during the Agriculture week 2016
Completed constructions of new store rooms for all rural stations in Upolu and Savaii.
FAO Treaty
Two trainings for root crops farmers completed for both Upolu and Savaii on Plant genetic
resources and climate resilience crops.
Completed evaluation of SPC sweet potato, taro and cassava varieties, crops selected as
resilient for climate change
Completed establishment of one plots of mixed cropping system of food crops at Aleisa
station demonstrating food security and climate change.
CHALLENGES & CONSTRAINTS
Overlaps and Gross cutting issues
Unplanned activities
Communication barriers due to scattered main office and rural stations
Availability of transportation to accommodate planned activities
Need to review Crops Structure for effective delivery of crops output/outcome
Increase expenditures in support of private sectors which is not accountable on a cost
recovery such as export of taro, free distribution of planting materials and other services,
Need to upgrade laboratories and scientific tools & equipment for research purposes.
Staff capacity building on technical, management, and other essential skills.
Accessibility to advance information technology to assist with service delivery.
High incidence of pests and diseases hinders the development of major crops such as
rhinoceros beetle, bunchy top which need to be addressed/captured in updated standalone
legislations.
Need to update and formulate technical policy.
Need a centralized database system for collation of updated reports
Lack of public awareness on Crops services
Overall agricultural contribution to national GDP are not capture due to unreliable data
RECOMMENDATIONS
Increase in budget allocation
Review for crop structure
New Improve facilities for Upolu and Savaii
Staff Capacity building programs
New ACEO responsible for Savaii operation
New ablution block for Nuu Crops Division
Refurbishment work needed for accommodation houses located in Nuu
Need to have annual agriculture survey on crops production and other agriculture related
issues.
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SECTION THREE:

ANIMAL PRODUCTION AND HEALTH DIVISION

1.

OUTPUT DESCRIPTION: To undertake research and development, provide advice on
animal health, and meat inspection services. To enable improvements in livestock
production for subsistence and commercial producers, processors and marketers.

2.

ACTIVITIES

2.1
2.1.1


RESEARCH SECTION
Sheep Farm Research
Established 14 new sheep units as listed in the Table 1 below:Table1. Details of New Sheep Farms Receiving Sheep Breeders from APHD’s Sheep Farms
N Farmers
Village
Number of Sheep
Total
Remarks
o.
Costs
Female
Male
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Filipo Vaoga
Ricky McFall
Tony Fatu
Trevor Fong
Papalii Tauvale
Rev Letaulau
Leaupepe Tai
Sulamanaia Montini

Tuana’i
Moamoa-uta
Samata-i-tai
Tiapapata
Salelologa
Nu’u
Malololelei
Laloanea

2
2
2
2
3
2
5
5

1
0
1
1
1
0
0
0

$ 462
$ 402
$ 528
$ 384
$ 840
$ 318
$ 942
$ 798

Upolu
Upolu
Savaii
Upolu
Savaii
Upolu
Upolu
Upolu

9

Tagaloatele Marlene

Falelauniu

5

0

$ 864

Upolu

10
11

Lealiiee Rudy Ott
Ututaaloga Charlie

Malolelei
Fiaga

7
0

0
2

$ 888
$ 221

Upolu
Upolu

12
13
14

Fale Sooialo
Masina Ah Poe
Lemamea Emosi

Vailima
Leulumeoga-tuai
Puapua

0
2
3

1
1
0

$ 156
$ 498
$ 516

Upolu
Upolu
Savaii

A total of 174 sheep (male and female) were distributed to local farmers: 65% for breeding
and 35% for consumption [52 leased out, 13 sold to 7 private farms under the expansion
program, 48 sold to the 14 new units and an excess of 61 ram hoggets sold to 31 clients
mainly for consumption].
Enactment of the Sheep Lease Agreement and the Partnership Agreement with the 6
sheep multiplier farmers which encompasses the quarterly monitoring of their farms to
follow up on flock performance, provide advice on production and management aspects of
sheep farming, maintenance of the breeding program by strategic replacement of breeding
rams with new ones.
Six Sheep Multiplier Farmers and five staff from APHD took part in the Sheep Study Tour
to Fiji funded by SACEP to gather and learn the Fiji experience on the sheep multiplier
farming concept and details of the travelling group are listed in Table 2 below.
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Table 2. Delegation of the Sheep Study Tour to Fiji 12 to 19 July 2015
N
Names
Status
Villages
Island
o
1
Alefaio Viliamu
Multiplier
Fasitoo-uta, (Lepale) Upolu
Farmer
2
Asuao Kirifi
Multiplier
Saleilua, Falealili
Upolu
Farmer
3
Aukusitino Rasch
Multiplier
Fiaga
Upolu
Farmer
4
Luafalealo Vitale Ah Multiplier
Lalomauga
Upolu
Tong
Farmer
5
Roger Gidlow
Multiplier
Lalomalava
Savaii
Farmer
6
Kenneth Newton
Multiplier
Ululoloa
Upolu
Farmer
Vaia’ata
Savai’i
7
Ruta Fou (Ms)
APHD/MAF
Farm Manager Togitogiga
8
Viane Faifuaina
APHD/MAF
Senior Animal Production Officer
(Upolu)
9
10

Evile Sa’u
Fausia Setu

APHD/MAF
APHD/MAF

11

Tony Aiolupo

APHD/MAF

Animal Health Officer (Savaii)
Senior Animal Health Officer
(Savaii)
Principal Research and
Development Officer



At the end of the period, there were 73 private sheep farms registered nationwide (54 on
Upolu, 19 on Savaii).

2.1.2


Pig Farming
Pig feed trials funded by SACEP tested using local grown cassava as the base ingredient
has demonstrated improved sow and boar reproduction performances, improved farrowing
rates, increased piglet and weaner growth rates and proved more cost efficient in contrast
to existing free range pig raising system.
Improved new cassava-based pig feed recipes incorporating imported ready-mix feeds,
micro-minerals and other local produced agriculture by products developed into new feed
recipes for sows, creep, weaners and growers were learnt from the feed trials. Feed trials’
results placed emphasis on the need to promote farmers growing their own cassava plots
sufficient to source carbohydrate feed requirements, reduce total feed costs and promote
the use of locally produced feed ingredients.
Practical attachment for 4 MAF staff and 6 prominent pig farmers in Fiji on intensive pig
husbandry and management.
Enactment of the Partnership Agreement with the 2 prominent pig farmers taking part in the
feed trials.
A total of 34 pigs were sold and distributed to local farmers: 41% for breeding and 59% for
consumption [14 sold to 9 pig breeders and 20 sold to 11 clients mainly for consumption].
This has indicated a high number of pig stock disposed for consumption as the existing
breeding stock have reached culling stages.
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2.1.3






Chicken Farming
Six new feed formulations where three of them used the local grown cassava (both fresh
and dry) as base ingredient and tested on 200 imported day old Cobb broiler chicks from
New Zealand ingredient started in September 2015 to determine the viability of growing
broiler chickens locally in response to the high volume of imported chicken meat for
consumption from the USA.
Enactment of the Partnership Agreement with the 2 aspiring small scale chicken farmers to
take part in the feed trial research program.
A total of 42 broiler chickens culled from feed were sold to various clients merely for tasting
and not for breeding (broilers are sterile).
At the end of the reporting period there were 18 crossbred chickens retained as breeding
stock.

2.2

DEVELOPMENT SECTION

2.2.1



Cattle Farms
At the end of the period, there were 343 cattle located on the three MAF cattle farms.
During the period, one hundred and twenty four (124) weaners sold off from the farms to
new and existing private cattle farms. Similarly, 43 culled cows and 2 breeding bulls were
sold within the last 12 months.
Ongoing maintenance and repairs of farms infrastructure for cattle and sheep were carried
out with SACEP providing assistance in funding procurement of fencing materials and tools
leading to new extended grazing area, repair rotten fences, upgrading stockyards and
water supply system on farm. This is to ensure that the basic standards for a cattle nucleus
farm are installed to enhance the breeding strategy to provide superior cattle breeders to
sustain the maintenance of a improved and sustainable national cattle breeding program.
Togitogiga Farm Manager attended the Sheep Study Tour in Fiji in July 2015 with the
Sheep Multiplier Farms’ Group.
Togitogiga Cattle Nucleus Farm act as a model breeding farm and used to carry out farmer
field days and hands on husbandry training for Cattle Multiplier Farmers and recipients of
the Matching Grant Program beneficiaries demonstrating improved fencing techniques,
safe and humane livestock handling practices and preparation of supplementary feeds
using local available feed ingredients.
At the end of the period, a total of 319 beef cattle located on Togitogiga & Lemafa farms;
24 were crossed dairy cattle at the Vaea Farm and 279 sheep in four gove rnment
breeding stations (Togitogiga, Lemafa, Tanumalala and Vaea).
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At the end of the reporting period there were 26 pigs retained as breeding stock.
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2.3

ANIMAL HEALTH & REGULATORY SECTION

2.3.1


Meat Inspection Unit
Meat data collected on local produced meat from existing Meat Retailing Outlets during the
period recorded: 1,598 beef carcasses and 1,100 pork carcasses sold by farmers to meat retailing
outlets. In contrast to the meat intake recorded during the15/16 period, numbers of
cattle carcasses sold and recorded remain almost the same with 1,583 whereas a
relative increase in the number pig carcasses sold and recorded compared to 889
recorded.
 The average carcass weight recorded during the period was 177kg and 26kg for cattle
and pigs respectively. For cattle it has fell short of anticipated 200kg and lower
carcass weight for pigs demonstrated a high demand for small sized two pig
carcasses (size 2).
The Slaughter and Meat Supply Act 2015 was enacted in January 2016.
Launching of the Mobile Slaughter Unit and technology took place in January 2016.
Accreditation of 3 Meat Inspectors from the meat inspection training course at the Training
And Further Education (TAFE) of Queensland, Australia.
Meat Retailing Outlets where local meat data were collected from during the period are in
Table 3 whereas the data analysis results are in Table 4.






Table 3. Meat Retailing Outlets for Local Produced Meat 2015 to 2016

1
2
3
4
5
6

Meat Retailing Outlet

Location

Lucky Foodtown
Frankies Supermarket
Thor & Lynn Netzler
Farmer Joe
Samoa Meat Supplies
Apia Bottling

Taufusi
Fugalei
Motootua
Fugalei
Vailima
Taufusi

Table 4. Meat Data Analysis on Local Produced Meat Sold to Meat Retailing Outlets (July 2015 to
June 2016)
July-June
Beef
Estimated Total
2015-2016
Collected Revenue
Total
Average
(Farm Gate basis)
No.
Weight
Carcass
Farmgate
$SAT
Carcasses
(kg)
Weight (kg)
Price $/kg
July
151
28,123
186
7.22
203,048.06
Aug
98
17,790.27
181
6.89
122,574.96
Sep
136
23,095
170
6.34
153,994.98
Oct
126
21,575
171
7.35
158,576.25
Nov
146
23,502
161
6.93
162,868.86
Dec
168
28,392.32
169
7.50
212,942.40
Jan
154
25,725.23
167
6.58
169,272.01
Feb
137
26,526.36
193
7.59
201,335.07
Mar
143
24,060.45
168
7.33
176,363.10
Apr
92
16,093.05
175
7.34
118,122.99
May
119
22,522.27
189
7.52
169,367.47
Jun
128
24,833.55
192
7.61
188,983.32
Accumulated
1,598
282,238.50
177
7.18
2,037,449.47
Total
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2.3.2
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Veterinary Services
More than 600 case visits to over 400 farmers around the country were carried out
(financial year targets: 350 visits to 220 farmers). The most common animal species visited
were, in descending order: cattle, pigs, sheep, chickens and other (horses, ducks, dogs,
donkeys). Over 70% of these statistics represent the case load in Upolu. This is a slight
increase from 500 visits to over 400 farmers in the last financial year, suggesting that there
were more cases that received follow-up visits or that our client base is becoming more
standard and our regular clients are using our services more often.
An outbreak of American Foulbrood in the Tulaele and Pesega wild and commercial
beehives was first detected in April 2016 by the Samoa Beekeepers Association. AH
worked with the Association to mount local surveillance within a 2km radius to prevent
spread and attempt eradication. The issue is ongoing and has now been passed on to the
Crops Division to continue the eradication effort.
Consultations began for the Animal Health, Welfare and Production Bill being developed by
the Quarantine Division as part of the new Biosecurity Act in partnership with FAO.
Technical consultations took place from 9-13th November 2015. Further consultations took
place on the draft Bill from 2-13th April 2016. The draft is currently being completed for
review by the FAO Legal Division, and will then be passed on to the Ministry for comments.
World Animal Protection facilitated the review of the draft Animal Welfare chapter of the
above Bill by Baker & McKenzie law firm and have already provided these comments as
well as their own to the Ministry and the FAO drafting team to include in their process. AH
also facilitated one on one stakeholder consultation by Ms. Ingrid Giskes and Mr. Kevin
Vang in August 2015 regarding the policy brief for the then proposed stand-alone Animal
Welfare Bill. The findings of the policy brief were included into the drafting of the Animal
Health, Welfare and Production Bill.
2 new Import Risk Analysis (IRA) were completed. These were for pork from Germany and
sheep from New Zealand. 1 existing Import Health Standard was updated, 9 live animal
inspections were carried out for animals from Fiji, New Zealand, the USA, American
Samoa & Australia and a total of 8 export certificates were prepared and issued for
dogs/cats travelling mainly to Fiji, NZ and Australia. Pertaining to these live animal exports,
MAF facilitated the export of 6 serum sample consignments for testing in Australia/NZ as
part of export certification requirements.
Regular maintenance of the database for local field data and monitoring the status of
animal diseases in the country.
Regular surveillance and monitoring of sheep farms for internal parasites (both private and
government) saw a significant increase by 170% in samples processed (1,657 samples in
2015-2016 compared to 612 samples in 2014-2015). A number of reasons are responsible
for this massive increase, including the rapidly growing number of sheep on private farms
and the focus on multiplier farms, with sampling regularly occurring every 1 to 2 months to
monitor mob worm burdens. Corresponding to this has been the increase in demand for
drenching. The industry is moving towards such numbers that progress in local supply of
drenches and drenching equipment is going to become necessary, especially as local
sheep farming knowledge increases.
An AHO attended a workshop in Noumea, New Caledonia on November 2015 regarding
veterinary controls in aquaculture systems, while the SAHO attended an OIE WAHID and
FAO Regional Animal Welfare Strategy workshop held in Fiji in November 2015.
Local workshops involvement included several trainings on:
 Disaster Risk Management by the Disaster Management Office in February and April
2016, attended by PAHO
 AHO attended the PDNA workshop held by SPC and AFCRP in February 2016
 PAHO attended and presented at a workshop on Antimicrobial resistance (AMR)
hosted by NHS
 PAHO also attended an MNRE SNITT (GEF-PAS) consultation for development of the
SISERP (Samoa Invasive Species Emergency Response Plan)
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Procured veterinary medicine and equipment for use in routine field cases. This budget is
also used to procure drenches. The rapid increase in demand has eaten significantly into
the annual procurement of veterinary drugs. As mentioned previously, we need to get the
private sector to start importing drenches for sheep to allow Animal Health to focus on
procuring necessary drugs. Privatisation of the Animal Health veterinary field service
should be a long-term goal. The current SAT$18,000 allotted for annual procurement of
drugs is becoming inadequate for the increased case loads we are experiencing each year.
This is especially true if the case load in Savaii pick
Animal Health Team attended cattle multiplier musters with the Animal Production Section
in January 2016 and completed manual pregnancy diagnosis in four multiplier herds in
preparation for the allocation of the lease Droughtmaster bulls from Australia. As part of the
Cattle Multiplier Bull Lease agreement, AH conduct health checks on the bulls within 24
hours of the bulls being transported to the lessee to make sure the animal is sound for
transport and breeding.
Charging for several husbandry services commenced this financial year including
castration of all species, processing fecal samples in the lab, iron injections for piglets and
drenching of sheep. Charging for export and import certification and examinations as well
as the use of the tranquilizer gun has also commenced. Import/export processes remain
the main source of cost-recovery within AH’s activities. The response has generally been
accepting from clients, with only one client refusing to use our castration services due to
the cost.

2.4

ANIMAL PRODUCTION SECTION

2.4.1


Farmers/Stakeholders Training
135 (12 Poultry Production, 12 Pig Production, 23 Cattle Production, 80 Cattle Husbandry
and 8 Sheep Production and Husbandry trainings) training sessions completed on livestock
production and management practices. Some of the key training subjects include updating
farmers on new proven production ideas (technologies) in breeding, nutrition and health of
livestock and demonstrate workable management systems to enhance improve farm
returns and cost efficiency. Within the period, a total of 1080 livestock farmers received
training as per above.
4 Matching Grant Technical Training Sessions carried out for beneficiaries during the
period. (1 Poultry Production Technical training, 1 Piggery Production Technical Training, 1
Cattle Production Technical Training and 1 Technical training for sheep production). These
farmers were trained on recommended practical knowledge and skills from a business
investment approach aiming to develop improvement from existing status moving forward
to the next production level upgrade their farms from (subsistence to semi-subsistence or
semi-subsistence to commercial).
5 (3 Cattle Multipliers and 2 Sheep Multipliers) training sessions completed for Cattle and
Sheep Multipliers during the period to enhance improvement in technical knowledge and
skills.
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2.4.2


Husbandry program
59 husbandry cases were attended to during the period such as castration, drenching for
worms, animal identification, horn and hoof trimming. This activity is demand driven.

2.4.3 Awareness Programs
 Attended 7 Career/Open Day both organized by MAF or by other organisations and
ministries (Youth Day, MAF events include Upolu and Savaii Agricultural Shows, Upolu and
Savaii Open Day, PSC Day, SROS Open Day) whereby extension printed materials and
visual displays of live animal and farm technologies were used to promote awareness on
recommended livestock farm practices and APHD services.
 Produced 2 TV advertisements to promote public awareness on APHD service charter and
delivery.
 Conducted 12 village consultations in Salesatele, Manunu, Matatufu, Savaia, Tafitoala in
Upolu and Fuailalo, Taga, Fa’ala, Asaga, Papa-Palauli, Sapapalii, and Avao in Savaii. The
main tasks carried were collecting livestock production data on existing farm development
through designed surveys, analysed and presented findings on how to improve existing
farm resources to improve farm production efficiency in line with established food security
and income generation needs.
2.4.4



2.5

AGRICULTURE EVENTS

2.5.1


MAF Agriculture Show 2016
APHD services were exhibited during the 2 Ag Shows (Upolu & Savaii) with visual displays
of various activities on display boards including live animals.
Livestock competitions to portray best performing livestock and overall livestock farms.
Total of 691(223 for pig farm competitions, 216 in cattle farm competitions, 31 in sheep
farm competitions and 221 in poultry farm competitions) farmers registered under different
livestock competition categories.
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Manuals/Leaflets
Updated technical information on existing extension leaflets and produced 5 new extension
leaflets.
Reviewed 3 existing farm production manuals (sheep, pig and poultry).
Reviewed the newly drafted manual for cattle production trainings.

2015-2016
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CHALLENGES AND CONSTRAINTS

3.1













3.2










General Livestock and Meat Sub Sector
Difficult access to reach several cattle several cattle farms due to poor plantation roads.
Poor quality and inconsistent supply of improved feeds for pigs and chickens (including
imported feeds).
Growing existence of low productive free range status of pigs and chickens at the village
level.
No broiler chicken industry established.
Poor pasture establishment in several cattle farms.
Inbred status visualised in several livestock use in breeding programs (pigs, chickens and
cattle).
High volume import meat.
Conflicting livestock and meat data collected from different enumeration programs.
Lack skilled farm labours in applied animal husbandry available at the village level.
Low number of qualified local livestock experts and veterinary scientists graduated from
university or accredited agriculture schools.
Risks of worm resistance build up on applied drenching chemicals in sheep
Lack of coordinated pathways in place for farmers and agriculture input suppliers to
improve the installation of convenient pathways to channel the procurement and availability
of priority inputs for livestock farms (sheep drenching chemicals, feeds, etc)
Lack of technology driven farm infrastructures establishment such as stockyards and
recommended on farms to move and handle livestock as recommended.
APHD Services
Delayed response from the Togitogiga cattle nucleus farm and multiplier farm program to
produce sufficient F2 cattle breeding stock to serve growing farmers demand on improved
cattle genetics.
Insufficient quality cattle stock available to cater the demand of the SACEP’s Matching
Grant Program.
Delayed recruitment of a qualified Farm Manager for Togitogiga Farm.
Low adoption of the MSU technology and delay in development towards the establishment
of the abattoir.
Poor working conditions in the APHD’s animal research facility available to carry out feed
trials for pigs and chickens.
Insufficient new research information on local livestock and animal feed experience to
update extension information use in technical training program for farmers.
Veterinary diagnostic laboratory lack recommended equipments and technology.
Time consuming agriculture show event and question on positive impact in developing the
livestock sub sector (free range pigs and chickens).
Low rate of technology adoption on trained technology and practices (reflected on AH
increased field case attended, low number of farmers growing sufficient cassava as an
animal feed source, etc).
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Insufficient supply of improved local feed ingredients for livestock (brewers spent grains
and fish wastes available in Upolu only).
No quality meat producing technique in practice to improve competitiveness and quality of
local produced meat (no fattening program, tough retail beef steak).
Negative feedbacks and support from stakeholders towards initial animal welfare regulation
promotion.
Delayed implementation and realisation of new piggery, poultry shed and pig slaughter
house funded by SACEP.
RECOMMENDATIONS
APHD to continue and maintain technical support and assistance at an optimum level on
the development of cattle and sheep multiplier farm approach to become suppliers of
breeding stock in the future.
APHD to use Cattle and Sheep Multiplier Farms already being identified to assist in
breeding and distributing improve breeding stock to farmers.
Government to establish advisory policies to raise public awareness in the negative
impacts of unsustainable slaughtering of productive breeding animals to serve the
fa’alavelave markets.
Government to provide funding assistance to boost animal and feed research to reflect a
more import substitution committed responsibility
Provide sufficient funding to conduct regular livestock census in every 5 years or taking
one within the each sector plan’s timeframe.
Government to consider ways to keep our animal scientists within the country
The increase in the need for drench represents a significant cost for APHD and MAF. At
the same time this represents an economic opportunity for the private sector – this is a
product that is needed and that will sell. Some assistance from Government is needed to
smooth the transfer of this service from APHD to private suppliers at a cost that the farmer
can afford. In terms of production and management, the increasing need for drenching
represents a significant risk – increases in drenching will result in drench resistance
developing and Samoa may find itself unable to treat worms in the near future. Greater
emphasis therefore should be placed on the worm control that doesn’t require drenching;
pasture improvement, effective grazing rotations and prevention of overstocking. This can
be achieved by farmer education focused on this topic. This matter needs to be taken
seriously by the livestock industry.
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SECTION FOUR:

FISHERIES DIVISION

1.

OUTPUT DESCRIPTION - To undertake research, monitoring and reporting that will assist
in promoting community involvement in in-shore fisheries, provide investment in
commercial fisheries and adoption of sustainable/fisheries practices and promotion of
aquaculture.

2.

ACTIVITIES

2.1

COSTAL FISHERIES SECTION

2.1.1 Management
 Village Fisheries Management Plans (Plans): Three (3) new village management plans
namely Maninoa, Levi Saleimoa and Sapulu Faleasiu approved by village councils after
wider participation and consultation meetings with other village sectors. In addition, three
(3) other villages, Apai Manono, Saoluafata and Lepa have reactivated their plan’s
undertakings with the support of the Advisory staff. Altogether, there are now 106 villages,
61 in Upolu and 45 in Savaii with approved management plans and 76% are participating
very effectively.
 Sixth monthly reviews of the village fisheries management plans: The review of
every management plan after six months of operation determines the success of
undertakings and performance of the fisheries management advisory committee. There
were 40 management plans reviewed within this period and about 38 of them scored
above 70% which shows good results in managing their fish reserves and other
undertakings.
 Village Fisheries Bylaws: The facilitation process to develop and revise all village
bylaws has been thoroughly conducted in 7 villages within this period. The main purpose
of the process is for every village bylaws to be consistence with provisions of our
proposed Fisheries Act.
 Crown-of-thorns (COTs) clean up campaign: A clean-up campaign was conducted in
the inshore waters of Lepuiai Manono when the village council demanded assistance from
the Advisory staff. Village fishermen and youths were very cooperated and more than 300
animals mainly adults collected and destroyed.
2.1.1






Development
Coral Reef Rehabilitation: The replanting of coral in the inshore waters and rehabilitation
of reefs were successful in four (4) sites of Musumusu and Satalo in Upolu, Malae and
Siufaga i Faga Savaii. Communities were very active and supported in construction of fish
house structures and replanting of broken coral substrates.
Demarcation of village-owned fish reserve areas: Four new village fish reserves,
Maninoa, Levi Saleimoa, Sapulu Faleasiu and Fuailoloo Mulifanua were established and
demarcated with posts. Awareness billboards were also provided to acknowledge their
locations. The physical stability of other eight fish reserves (Faleu Salua, Lepuiai and Apai
Manono, Fatuvalu, Faletagaloa and Lefagaoalii in Savaii, Sapoe in Upolu) have been
improved to promote effective community management and sustainable resource
conservation.
Inshore Fishery Landings: For this fiscal year, the total estimated volume of inshore
fresh and processed seafood sold at local markets was 143.69 metric tons, generating a
value of WST$2,446,414.39. This is a 3% increase in volume and 23% increase in value
from the last fiscal year. Apia Fish Market generated the highest volume and value of
landings while Fugalei Agriculture Market had the least. Table 1 and 2 detailed the inshore
market landings in major groups as well as the market outlets.

Table 1: Total annual market landings of major inshore seafood groups, FY 2014-15.
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Group
Crustaceans

Est Volume
(kg)
2,581.90

Echinoderms

8,341.70

Finfish

109,103.28

Est Volume
(mt)
2.58

Est Value
(ST$)
68,228.27

% by
Volume
1.80

% by
Value
2.79

Avg price
per kg (ST$)
12.20

8.34

19,323.25

5.81

0.79

62.67

109.10

1,305,783.71

75.93

53.38

32.47

Molluscs

5,683.15

5.68

19,967.43

3.96

0.82

26.75

Other

9,968.13

9.97

483,176.10

6.94

19.75

4.58

Processed

8,014.03

8.01

549,935.64

5.58

22.48

2.32

Total

143,692.19

143.69

2,446,414.39

100.00

100.00

Table 2: Total annual market landings of major inshore seafood groups by market site, FY 2014-15.
Market Site

Apia Fish Market

82,808.88

Est
Volume
(mt)
82.81

Roadside

38,064.83

38.06

540,978.10

26.49

22.11

Salelologa Market

14,312.13

14.31

476,110.49

9.96

19.46

Fugalei Agriculture Market

8,506.35

8.51

367,728.83

5.92

15.03

143.69

2,446,414.39

100.00

100.00

Total

Est Volume
(kg)

143,692.19

Est Value
(ST$)

% by
Volume

% by
Value

1,061,596.97

57.63

43.39

The overall volume and value for inshore market landings were overall stable for this fiscal year
except in Nov 2015 where the value exceeded to WST$519,066 (figure 1) was mainly due to
heavy palolo rising and catches exposed for sale at the market were very expensive reaching up
to WST$440 per kilo of palolo.
Figure.1: Estimated annual volume and value of inshore market landings FY2015-2016

2.1.3
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Research
Fish Reserve Monitoring: A total of 14 fish reserves assessed for this fiscal year as
detailed within the Inshore Annual plan for each fiscal year. Four new reserves were
established including Samailauano of Falelatai, Levi Saleimoa, Sapulu Faleasi’u and
Maninoa Siumu. Reassessments were conducted for reserves of Apai tai, Fuailolo’o,
Lepuia’i, Fagalii and Fatuvalu, Lano, Saleaula, Sataua, Satoalepai and Satuiatua on the
Savaii island. Out of the 14 assessed reserves, an average of 40% hard live corals was
recorded with a 1% decline from the previous year. This is trailed by abiotics with 20%
contribution and a 5% decrease from the year before. Most abundant reef finfish family is
the Pomacentridae whereas invertebrates are dominated by sea urchin (Echinometra
mathaei).

2015-2016
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Coral Replanting monitoring: The rehabilitation of reefs was the sole purpose of fish house
structure and coral gardens construction. This was done after several natural disasters that
struck Samoa in 2009 and 2012. However, after years of construction and deployments of
these structures in the water to rehabilitate coral growth for fishes and invertebrates
habitats, the team then undertook monitoring of these sites. Four sites were monitored to
determine the growth of the corals replanted including Fuailolo’o (9th March),
Satuimalufilufi (11th March), Vaovai (23rd March) and Satapuala (21st June). As a result,
all the structures were disappeared and may be due to many factors including strong
waves and the turbidity of the water which cause the corals to die.
 Ciguatera fish poisoning monitoring: Two bi-annual samplings for ciguatera were
undertaken on usual sites on Fagaloa, Siumu, Manono, Mulifanua and Savaii sites
including Tafua, Fagamalo, Safune and Falealupo. The samplings revealed negative
presence of the dinoflagellates that is naturally attached to the algae which triggered the
preliminary phase of fish poisoning. Laboratory analysis confirmed not a single cell of the
Gambierdiscus toxicus to be present within the sieved samples.
 District Profile assessments: Three district profile assessments were conducted at Faga
and Vaisala in Savaii and Falelatai of Upolu to determine the level of fish abundance as
well as invertebrates to fill the information gap and create resource management measures
to enhance the status of these resources. The work commence from 18th – 29th April for
Faga and Vaisala which was specifically on reef finfish data collection. Falelatai was having
both invertebrates and finfish data collection from the 9th – 16th May 2016. The purpose of
these surveys was to determine the level of fish abundance as well as invertebrates to fill
the information gap and create resource management measures to enhance the status of
these resources.
 Palolo rising and market landing surveys: Palolo rising surveys were conducted at
Matautu Lefaga and Salamumu, Upolu, on the 4th and 5th of October and 3rd, 4th, and
5th of November 2015. The survey found heavy rising during the early morning hours on
November 4th at Matautu Lefaga, while small traces were observed at Salamumu. This
fiscal year, palolo market landings recorded were the highest in volume and value this
fiscal year (Oct/Nov) compared to previous years (figure.2). This was 35% higher than the
second highest volume and value of landings which occurred in the last fiscal year.
Figure 2: Total value and volume of palolo market landings 2007 – 2015.
Value (container) (ST$)

Value (bundle) (ST$)
200

$50,000
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$60,000

0
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Note: Total value comprises of palolo sold in containers and ofu/bundles, while total volume comprises of
only palolo sold as ofu/bundles. This is due to weights being not recorded for certain volumes of containers
in 2007-2014, thus not reported here.



Updating of processed inshore seafood weights: During this fiscal year, 71 samples of
inshore processed seafood were purchased and weighed under the Japanese Trust Funds
project. A total of ST$1,495.00 was spent to purchase these items from local markets in
Upolu and Savaii between the 4th to the 12th of April, 2016. Their average weights were
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determined from this data collection and inputted into the Inshore Fisheries Market
Landings Database for updating known and unknown weight data.
2.1.4









2.2

OFFSHORE FISHERIES SECTION

2.2.1


Management
Tuna Management and Development Plan (TMDP) 2016-2021: The TMDP was
approved by the Commercial Fisheries Management Committee (CFMAC) in its 51st
meeting on the 28th April 2016. This provides the policy direction for the management of
tuna fisheries in Samoa including the licensing arrangements for Samoa commercial tuna
fishing fleet, conservation and management measures for by catch species and a harvest
strategy approach to implement Samoa’s Albacore voluntary allocation.
Monitoring Control and Surveillance Strategy for Samoa: This strategy was also
approved by the CFMAC during this fiscal year outlining various tools that could be utilized
to carry out monitoring, controls and surveillance of commercial fishing activities in
accordance to the rules and regulations. This document is critically important as it outlines
strategies to support fisheries management objectives.



2.2.2
•

•
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Community Awareness and Information Dissemination
Fisheries Quarterly Newsletter: Four issues of our Quarterly newsletter were timely
produced and disseminated to all stakeholders. These are also available at the MAF
website: www.maf.gov.ws
Disaster Risk Management (DRM) consultations: Two national workshops (Upolu and
Savaii) were carried out for villages under the CBFMP, commercial fishers (fishing vessels
(alia) owners) and tilapia farmers to promote their capacity and understanding on DRM and
the importance of being prepared during and after disasters to safeguard their lives and
assets to minimize loss.
Open and Career Days: Fisheries Information booths of information sheets, pamphlets
and posters has been set up to many open and career days held by other Ministries and
Institutions such as the Samoa Qualification Authority career day in July, Sub-regional
workshop on Youth Initiative on climate change coordinated by MNRE, USP Alafua Open
Day both in August, Samoa PSC Day in September.
Village workshops: Training workshop within the communities were carried out based on
their request to assist in raising the awareness of the whole village (matais, women,
untitled men) on aquaculture activities (maintenance of giant clams grow outs), fish
reserves outcomes, regulations and other fisheries related topics. These villages were
Satuiatua (September), Lepuiai Tai (October) and Fuailolo’o (January). This was part of
their SGP-GEF funded project where Fisheries assist in building the capacity of the
communities and raise their awareness on managing their fisheries and marine
environment.
MAF Agriculture Show: Annual event where Fisheries Division put in a lot of effort in
display preparations either live fish (mullet, tilapia, aquarium fish) and invertebrates (giant
clams, trochus, prawns) as well as models of other fisheries developments (FADs, fish
reserves, aquaponics, mud-crab farm) and information sheets. The Fisheries also had
variety of competitions where communities, commercial fishers, subsistence farmers
(tilapia) and schools were competed and won prizes.

Development
Fish Aggregating Devices: The FAD program is one of the development assistance for
alia fishermen in reduction of their operational costs and improvement of catch rates. The
last deployment of FADs was carried out in 2014 with six oceanic FADs and as a result of
monitoring, only one remaining in the sea. A proposal has been approved during this fiscal
year for acquiring 20 offshore and 15 nearshore FADs.
Ice Making Machines: Four ice making machines remained in operation throughout this
fiscal year, supplying flake ice for fishermen around Upolu (Siumu, Mulifanua, Apia) and

2015-2016
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Savaii (Salelologa) to properly store and promote preservation of the catches ensuring
good quality fish reach the consumers.
Long line fishery landings: Total estimated catch from long line operations this fiscal year
was 2367 metric tons where 52% was caught by domestic fleet and 48% by foreign fleet
(figure.3). For the domestic fleet alone, catches peaked in August 2015 and June 2016.
Albacore remains the dominant fish species in the catches of about 48% where the catch
was peaked in June and again towards the end of the year.
Domestic fleet catches along the months within this fiscal year reflect the seasonality of the
albacore where it peaks in June and again towards the end of the year. This was also
noted in the foreign fleet where its catches were high towards end of 2015.

Est. Catches (MT)

Figure.3: Estimated monthly catches from domestic and foreign fleets for long line
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Purse Seine Fishery (US Treaty Boats): Samoa is a signatory to the multilateral treaty on
fisheries between the government of the United States of America and Pacific Island
States. This treaty allows US purse seine fleet to fish in the Pacific Island States EEZ
including Samoa under an agreed rate for each day fished. The US fleet caught an
estimated total of 573 metric tons in Samoa’s EEZ. Bulk of this total catch was skipjack
with volume of 538mt which was about 90% of the catch with other species caught
including bigeye with 21mt and yellowfin 10mt.
Commercial Export (Tuna): A total of 5975 metric tons of the total quantity of 395,984
pieces of fish were exported to overseas markets as frozen (96%) estimated at 5,719mt
with 4% fresh chilled of about 255mt (figure 4). This year also marks an expansion in
markets/destination around the globe for tuna exports such as Pago Pago, New Zealand,
Fiji, Japan and China. Fisheries Division conducted 90 pre Export Inspection and
Certification Process conferring Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for ICCATs National
Export Entry.
Figure.4: Samoa Export Tuna
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Non Commercial Export (Faaoso): Inshore: 2,590.2kg and Offshore: 583.8kg
Trolling Fishing Landings: Troll fishing catches recorded from the domestic market
landings was estimated to be 243 mt valued at WST$1million. Throughout this fiscal year
the peaked months for the landings were from December 2015 to January 2016 (figure 5).
Given the target fish for troll is skipjack the landed catches does not follow the trend of
albacore seasonality. Hence, skipjack dominated the troll landed catches of about 88%;
followed by yellow fin tuna (10%) and dolphin fish (1%)
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Figure.5: Estimated troll catch landings at the domestic market within FY 2015-2016
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Albacore had the highest average price per kilo of about WST$14/kg whilst other tuna
species were sold at an average price ranged from WST$13/kg – WST$5/kg (table.3)
Table.3: Estimated troll catch landings traded at the domestic market by species with
FY2015-2016
FISH NAME
EST WEIGHT (MT)
EST VALUE (ST$)
AV. PRICE/KILO
Albacore

0.07

914.29

14.13

Bigeye Baracuda

0.05

440.83

8.00

Bigeye Tuna

0.31

4,091.33

13.16

DolphinFish

2.54

15,983.84

6.26

Mackerel Tuna

0.18

1,141.33

5.41

Rainbow Runner

0.10

705.84

.41

214.98

1,223,062.75

5.97

0.05

634.46

12.73

24.89

254,050.36

10.42

243.17

1,501,025.04

7.73

Skipjack
Wahoo
Yellowfin Tuna
TOTAL

•
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Bottom Fishing Landings: Fishing operations for bottom fishing landed an estimated of
8mt with an estimated value of WST$178,070. The peaked months were December 2015
and June 2016 (Figure.6). Given the main target species are snappers, the silver jaw job
fish and humpback snapper dominated the landings this fiscal year. The volume landed
from bottom fishing was low compared to other fishing operations whilst generated high
value as it was sold at an average price ranging from WST$29/kg to WST$9/kg with
humpback snapper the most expensive species (Table. 4).
In comparison to the last fiscal year which landings was estimated at 10mt valued at
WST$188,427, hence this year landings had decreased by 15% in volume.

2015-2016
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Figure.6: Estimated bottom fish catch landings at the domestic market within FY2015-2016
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Table.4: Estimated bottom fish catch landings traded at the domestic market by species
within FY2015-2016
FISH NAME
EST WEIGHT
EST VALUE
AV. PRICE
(MT)
(ST$)
/KILO
Bigeye Baracuda
0.31
2,867.77
10.35
Bigeye Bream
0.01
128.57
15.35
Bigeye Trivolley
0.16
2,320.89
15.36
Bigscale Snapper
0.91
22,285.49
23.52
Black Bream
0.01
167.54
21.43
Emperor
0.07
1,253.87
15.61
Flower Snapper
0.02
408.33
24.28
Giant Trivolly
0.06
553.00
9.67
Grouper
0.24
4,266.76
22.25
Humpback Snapper
2.00
61,484.84
29.96
Longnose Emperor
0.69
12,598.07
18.63
Lunar Tail Grouper
0.10
1,778.74
20.53
Onespot Snapper
0.22
3,689.65
19.58
Rainbow Runner
0.02
152.94
10.01
Short tail Snapper
0.05
1,023.81
22.75
Silverjaw Jobfish
2.29
35,369.84
16.90
Soldierfish
0.00
37.89
13.73
Stone’s Snapper
0.11
1,925.86
17.61
Topsail Drummer
0.01
42.86
9.35
Varigated Emperor
1.28
26,671.62
21.79
TOTAL
8.55
179,028.33
21.48

2.2.3


Advisory
Commercial Fisheries Management Advisory Committee: Two meetings were held on
the 3rd Sept 2015 and 28th April 2016. One of the key highlights for the April meeting was
the approval of two policies such as The Tuna Management and Development Plan
(TMDP) 2016-2021 and Monitoring Control and Surveillance Strategy for Samoa.

2.2

AQUACULTURE SECTION

2.3.1 Development
 Tilapia Farming: Fourteen (14) tilapia farms newly established throughout this fiscal year.
Twelve of these farms were privately owned while the other two operated by communities.
The most common farming methods were cemented tanks and earth ponds with one
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community using the tilapia cage culture technique. Fifty one (51) tilapia farms sampled and
monitored with 21 site assessments including existing and new farms.
Tilapia Production: An annual estimated production of 4,561.6kg was estimated from
5,702 fingerlings distributed to the 18 farms stocked within the fiscal year. A total of 7,919
fingerlings were produced from the incubator system at the ratio of 3:1 (female/male) was
used for the spawning operation.
Giant clams grow-outs: Twenty two (22) giant clams grow-outs newly established within
this fiscal year stocked with Tridacna derasa of an average of 4cm length. These new growouts were 15 Savaii, 1 Manono Island, and 6 from Upolu. Other 10 communities grow outs,
4 Savaii, 1 Manono Island and 5 Upolu were restocked based on their great effort in
maintaining and support for the previous stocks (figure 7). These made up a total number of
45 giant clam grow-outs included two hoteliers in Savaii within this fiscal year. A total of
1059 juveniles were also put-aside from this spawning for the Fisheries Division broodstock
reared at Savaia fish reserve.
Figure 7: Giant clams juveniles preparations for distribution to communities




Giant clam hatchery Production: An annual estimated production from the hatchery was
12,000 with a total of 4,329 juveniles distributed to the 32 communities grow outs within this
fiscal year.
Sea Cucumber Aquaculture facility (hatchery) monitoring: Monitoring of the two sea
cucumber companies operations were carried out on a monthly basis since Dec 2015 for
Blue Pacific Co Ltd at Apolima tai and May 2016 for the Health Seafood Export Ltd at Laulii.
Apolima company showed success with reaching the juvenile stage of an average length of
18mm and had trialed grow-out on their reefs in beer bottle cartons with Sargassum
wrapped in fine mesh, but have failed (figure 8). The hatchery in Laulii never had successful
spawning operations where it only reached larval phase and died out. Ongoing monitoring
of these two companies would be carried out to determine their success and stages of their
spawning and rearing systems.
Figure 8: Monitoring carried out at Blue Pacific Co Ltd at Apolima tai

2.3.2
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Research
Mullet cage farming: The feasibility assessment for mullet species for culturing was
conducted at Sato’alepai Lake by Secretariat for Pacific Community experts from Fiji. The
target species were the golden/grey mullet (Liza aurata) and Gray mullet (Mugilcephalus).
A total of 113 juveniles were collected for rearing in a 4 x 4 hapa to try out it’s suitability for
farming at Sato’alepai Lake.
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Seagrape farming: Ongoing trial was carried out at the seagrape facility at the Toloa
Marine Multispecies Hatchery to grow the Caulerpa racemosa (limu fuafua) as an
alternative to facilitate production in new village sites upon future requests. This will ensure
that the best quality limu fuafua is available as seed stock for trials and that this seed stock
is protected for the duration of the ACIAR/SPC seaweed diversification project and into the
future. The first growth trial started well with all trays stocked into tanks. Initially it appeared
that the stock was growing well but later all stock in the tank cultures died due to unknown
reasons. Later analysis of the hobo data loggers revealed very high water temperatures in
the culture tanks of > 40oC probably due to the low flow rates or no water being pumped
into the tanks. The team looked at other options and worked closely with the James Cook
University scientists on fixing the factors associated with the failure of the trial.
A market survey with sampling of limu fuafua was also carried out daily for one week per
month. This involved weighing of all available limu bundles with and without leaves for sale
at the market and collection of a 1kg sample from each of the different vendors per harvest
site. These samples were weighed, photographed, dried, and vacuum packed for shipment
to JCU for later biochemical analysis as well as confirming the species found here in
Samoa.
Giant clam settlement experiment: A new experiment was set up by our JICA senior
volunteer at the Toloa Hatchery to determine an effective settlement method for clam
juveniles in the hatchery and also at the grow-out sites. Thus methods including the
cement blocks compared to the usual method of gravel. Ongoing assessment of this
experiment was conducted at the Toloa Hatchery and would extend it to three selected
sites for grow-outs.
Tilapia cage culturing: The construction of the two cages for Satoalepai was conducted
on the 17th – 20th of November 2015 under the Community-based Aquaculture Tilapia
Project in collaboration with Pacific Community (SPC) Aquaculture section and funded by
ACIAR. A total of three thousand fingerlings were transferred from the freshwater hatchery
in Upolu to stock these two cages. The cages were monitored and maintenance was
carried out by the community member. The second visit by consultants from Secretariat of
the Pacific Commission and Fisheries Division staff travelled to Savaii on the 7 th of June to
change the hapas and install salinity loggers. The community was also trained by FD staff
and SPC consultants on feed calculation based on body weight (figure 9).
Figure.9: Tilapia cage culturing at Satoalepai Savaii






Imported formulated feed for Tilapia: The tilapia feed imported from Fiji arrived on the
12th February 2016 was distributed to our tilapia farmers on the 10th of March 2016 for
Upolu and Savaii on the 21st – 25th March. The feed was trialed at the freshwater hatchery
for three weeks prior to the distribution. Fingerlings reared were sampled four times to
determine the change in body weight.
Mud-crab farming: Two farm sites (Sama’ilauano Falelatai and Vaovai Falealili) still
remain active and were monitored on a quarterly basis
Aquaponic: This system has been promoted during the Ministry’s annual Agriculture show
both in Upolu and Savaii in Oct and Dec 2015 with a different design, to showcase an
alternative ways of integrated farming of tilapia and using one system. There were two
farmers in Savaii already practised this system in a very low scale. Monitoring of these
sites are ongoing to closely monitored the success of these farms.
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2.4

COMPLIANCE SECTION

2.4.1


Control Activities
Fisheries Management Act and Regulations: The Fisheries Management Bill 2016 is
now before Parliament awaiting approval and enactment. This Bill is a result of a lengthy
review process taking into account latest developments on various regional and global
fisheries agreements that are relevant to Samoa fisheries. Four regulations were in draft
form such as the Sea Cucumber, Licensing, Chartering and Fish Processing and Export
Regulations. These will provide the national legislative framework in controlling fishing
activities for the resources and in Samoa’s EEZ.
Fishing vessels license: A total of 63 Alia fishing vessels were issued with fishing license
to carry our fishing activities for this fiscal year. There was one license issued to a Cass C
vessel (12.5 – 15 m in length) six to Class D vessels (15-20.5 meters in length) and 4 to
Class E vessels (over 20.5 meters in length). A total of 14 licenses were issued to foreign
fishing vessels to fish in Samoa’s EEZ.



2.4.2
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Surveillance Activities
Vessel Monitoring System: Samoa has increased coverage of operational vessels at sea
through the expansion of fleet coverage on VMS and introduction of AIS (non fishing
vessels). Samoa continues to monitor all FFA Foreign Fishing Vessel (# Vessels >1400)
activities in Samoa’s EEZ, Increase of coverage in 2015 – 2016 by the access of in-zone
WCPFC Vessel data (# Vessels >4000) via Commission endorsement of flick the switch.
Fisheries Division as the administrator of the National VMS, continues to operate 2
Authorized VMS access for both the FFA and WCPFC VMS, one operated by the Samoa
Fisheries MCSE Unit and one Police Maritime Wing in this Fiscal year.
Fisheries Division continued to monitor fishing operation of 11 registered Domestic longliners via the FFA National Assistance, 10 licensed foreign long liners, 40 US licensed
purse seiners and all operational foreign vessel transits on Samoa fishery waters.
One suspected IUU fishing case inside Samoa EEZ on June 2016 by a foreign fishing
vessel was sighted through the VMS, evidence from the system was used in investigation
reported below.
Foreign Fishing Vessel Boarding Inspections: Two hundred and fifteen (215) dockside
boarding inspections for foreign and domestic fishing vessels that visited Samoa Ports
were carried out. This fiscal year highlighted the increase in coverage of vessel port entries
to Samoa for transshipment, unloading and provision supplies by unlicensed, licensed and
charter foreign fishing vessels.
Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) Surveillance: There were 46 surveillance patrol sea
days for Samoa fishery waters, 10 sightings, 14 boarding inspections were conducted via
SPB Nafanua on Samoa EEZ. As a result, 2 fisheries violations detected and no
apprehension. Fisheries Officers participated on independent patrols and joint surveillance
with the United States Coast Guard and New Zealand Navy.
Fisheries Multilateral Surveillance Operations: There were 4 surveillance operations on
Samoa fishery waters and participating FFA member’s jurisdiction to operation. Fisheries
Division and Police Maritime participated in all 3 multilateral operations and implemented
surveillance inspections on vessels in Samoa waters and ports, Ika Moana in Oct 2015,
Kurukuru in Sept 2016 and Tui Moana in June 2016 with regional FFA members and
QUAD providers. In addition, Fisheries Officers also participated in 2 bilateral operations
between Samoa and Quads partners New Zealand and United States, 4th Shiprider
(USCG) in March 2016 and Calypso (HMNZ) in June 2016.
Fisheries National Surveillance Operation: Fisheries Division in partnership with Police
Maritime Wing also executed 2 domestic operations in the country such as the code name
Rico for sea cucumber investigation in Feb 2016 and Joint Fishing Vessels License
Enforcement in Oct 2015.
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Transshipment Activities: Eighty six (86) port transshipment operations completed at
Apia Port for this fiscal year. There has been 100% coverage of transshipment (TS)
operation in Samoa with an estimated of 3,944 metric tonnes of fish transshipped from
these vessels via Samoa Port for overseas markets (figure 10). This year also highlighted
the increase of TS fee by MAF from weight basis to a fixed fee which generated the total
revenue of WST$60,764.43 from TS operations.
Figure.10: Transshipment Operations (volumes and number of vessels)in Apia Port on a
monthly basis

From the 86 transhipment vessels in Apia Port in FY2015-2016, Vanuatu flag states
dominated with 54 vessels of about 78% transhipped, other vessels included fleets from
Taiwan (TW) with 18 vessels, China (CN) 11, Federated States of Micronesia (FSM) with 2
and Cook Island (CK) 1 vessel (figure 11).
Figure.11: Percentages of flag state transhipment vessels

2.4.3


Enforcement
Fisheries Enforcement Approach and Area of Coverage: Enforcement strategy for
provisions of the Fisheries Act 1988 was focused on active harvest operators, selling
outlets of fisheries resources to export entities. Regular inspections of these fields were
carried out in FY2015 – 2016 by the Fisheries Authorized Officers.
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Special planned Enforcement Operations in partnership with Police Maritime Unit (PMU)
and other relevant Government Ministries were carried out in reported suspect matters in
contravention of the Fisheries Conservation Management Measures. These included;
i.
Joint enforcement monthly approach on fishing vessels license requirements for
both Upolu and Savaii domestic vessel operators in Oct 2015 – Apr 2016;
ii.
Joint enforcement operation on unlicensed operators of fisheries processing
establishment in Upolu during Feb 2016;
iii.
Fisheries enforcement of regulations engrossed on selling outlets in Upolu and fish
market (70%) with bi-annual coverage of Savaii fish market (30%) in FY 2015-2016.
Investigations of violations: Fisheries Division in partnership with MAF Legal Advisor
continues to lead investigations of suspected fisheries violations, with ongoing support from
the Police Maritime Wing (MOP) during FY2015-2016. During this fiscal year, a new
process of prosecution cases was introduced by the MAF Legal Advisor and the National
Prosecution Office (NPO) for court proceedings.
The most common offences sighted within this fiscal year included failure of domestic
fishing vessels to renew license offence; operational fishery processing plant without a
license, fishing possession, exposing of illegal/under-size fish and a first case of illegal
fishing of a foreign fishing vessel in Samoa EEZ was also investigated.



Fisheries Division during this fiscal year investigated 20 suspected violations of Fisheries
Act 1988, 9 cases submitted to Legal Advisor/NPO for review and registration, 2 cases in
court proceedings.
Court case prosecutions: During this fiscal year, 2 cases were registered in court and
prosecuted by NPO. Table 5 illustrated it in details.
Table 5: Details of cases registered in court and prosecuted by NPOs
Act Provision
3 charges Fisheries Act
Section 21(5) and 4(1)

2 charges Fisheries Act
Section 10B and 10C

2 charges Fisheries Act
Section 8(1), WCPFC
CMM 2010-06, 3b

3.
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Charge(s)
Discharged a noxious
substance into the
Vaisigano River,
stunning, disabling and
killing freshwater prawns
which contravene
section 4(1) of the
Fisheries Act 1988.
Operated a Fish
Processing Plant for Sea
Cucumber fishery
without a license,
Operated fishing vessel
inside Samoa fishery
waters on May - June
2016 without a foreign
fishing vessel license.

Date Hearing
rd

Result / Outcome

23 Feb 2016

Guilty - Fine Penalty
SAT$3000

March 2016 –

Case Pending Court
Proceedings

April 2016

TRAININGS AND MEETINGS
 Scientific Committee Regular Session (WCPFC) 1-13August 2015, Pohnpei, FSM
 Technical Compliance Committee Regular Session (WCPFC), 23-30 Sept 2015, Pohnpei,
FSM
 MCS Training Course, 5-30 Oct 2015, Honiara, Solomon Islands
 Regional Prosecutors and MCS Advisors Course, 16-20 Nov 2015, Honiara Solomon
Islands,
 WCPFC Annual Meeting, 3-8 Dec 2015, Bali, Indonesia
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Regional Observer Coordinators Workshops, 8-12 Feb 2016, Honiara, Solomon Islands,
Te Vaka Moana Fisheries Management Workshop 23-25 Feb 2016, Auckland NZ,
Global Fisheries Enforcement Training workshop, MCS working group, 3-21 Mar 2016,
Auckland NZ
Tuna Data workshop, 25-29 April 2016, Noumea New Caledonia,
Tokelau Arrangement Workshop, 8-10June 2016, Nadi, Fiji
MCS Ministerial Meeting, 16-17 June 2016, Honiara Solomon Island
Te Vaka Moana Fisheries Workshop: Policy Writing 23-24 June 2016, Apia Samoa
2016 New Zealand short term training award scholarship for Pacific Island Fisheries
Officers’ course (IMINZ) 29 Feb – 1July 2016
Training course on Agricultural Practical Technology in China 15-29July 2015, China.
Trade related meeting, 18-22 August 2015, Fijian Shangri La Resort, Yanuca Island,
Nadroga Fiji,
Strategic Planning for Agriculture and Fisheries Statistics for the Pacific Island Countries,
5-8Oct 2015
KOICA Special Training on Fisheries Resources Specialists, 25 Oct – 14Nov 2015,
Republic of Korea
Technical workshop on advancing aquaponics: An efficient use of limited resources, 23-26
Nov 2015, Bogor Indonesia,
Pacific Convention on International Trade of Endangered Species (CITES) project, 10-14
April 2016, Nadi Fiji
JICA Training on Application of good practices on co-management of coastal fisheries, 12
July – 10 Sept 2015
CHALLENGES
Staff turnover has been a major challenge for the Fisheries Division during this fiscal year.
The Divisional structure is identified as a key solution which will be strongly advised as a
priority for the management in the next fiscal year.
Operational Budget limitation continues to limit the Division’s implementation of activities
and depend on the external funding however, some of the activities were not able to be
funded from these as they have specific criteria.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The Fisheries Division is recommending that one of its priorities for the next fiscal year will
be the review of its organisational structure and personnel job descriptions to cater for the
needs within the Division to carry out the core functions in a more efficient and effective
ways. Thus will assist the Division in proposing new personnel positions to strengthen and
improve the Division’s overall performance.
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SECTION FIVE:
1.

OUTPUT DESCRIPTION - To investigate and develop policy advice on domestic and
international primary production, trade conservation and bio-security issues. To provide
timely reports on marketing and other primary industry sector issues.

2.

ACTIVITIES

2.2
2.2.1


POLICY SECTION
Trade
Periodic local and international market trends to support the Marketing Information System
(MIS) analyzed;
Bi-monthly market analysis in correlation to Meteorological data provided;
Six (6) MIS Newsletters highlighting market issues for crops, livestock & fisheries
enterprises published and disseminated;
Represented MAF and contributed to the implementation of activities for the National
Working Committee on Trade Arrangements;
Contributed to technical and development issues of the CODEX Committee through MCIL
and MOH;
Contributed to the WTO and International Trade issues through MFAT;
Represented the Division in the PHAMA project’s working group meetings, field visits,
workshops, etc;
Worked closely with the Samoa Bureau of Statistics on agricultural statistics.








2.1.2










2.1.3
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POLICY, PLANNING & COMMUNICATION DIVISION

Sector Performance
Technical assistance and contribution to the development of the overall performance of the
sector particularly the review of ASP2011-2015 and the formulation of the new ASP20162020 provided;
Applied research and analysis to develop policy options and recommendations on issues
relating to food security, climate change and disaster resilience undertook;
The consultation processes for the review of the Agriculture Ordinance 1959 and other
Acts/regulations governing the MAF and sector partners coordinated and contributed;
As the PPCD representative in the World Bank-SACEP working group particularly the
implementation of activities assigned to the PPCD (e.g. the cost and benefits of certain
agricultural crops for import substitution) done;
Information on agricultural commodities through international questionnaires (FAO, APCC,
ICO) evaluated and updated;
The Farm Management Manual with the addition of two (2) new commodity profiles
especially those highly imported fruits and vegetable updated;
The bi-annual update of the Situation & Outlook for Samoa’s Agriculture and Fisheries
(SOSAF) Report undertaken;
Researchers, scholars and consultants on data and information requests using the
database, reports and other publications assisted;
As the MAF representative in the Trade, Commerce and Manufacturing Sector Working
Committee’s meetings, seminars, workshops, etc actively participated;
As the MAF representative in the Private Sector Support Facility Working Committee
participated.
Database
The database for registration and inspection of farms for the Stimulus Package program
monitored and updated;
The Geographical Information System (GIS) mapping for the Stimulus Package registered
farms in both Upolu and Savaii provided.
The divisional trainings on the importance and usage of GPS for the GIS provided.
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The database system to store and manage information on the multiplication and
distribution of planting materials for the Crops Division designed;
The Fugalei Market Database on domestic market prices (average prices of goods and the
quantities supplied on a monthly basis) updated;
The database on GDP to analyze the performance of the Agriculture Sector compared to
other sectors of the economy updated;
The Project Database (MAF’s Development Projects, FAO Tele-food and other Small Grant
Schemes) to monitor project implementation status and assist with the formulation of
reports updated.
The designing and updating of SACEP databases assisted by the Database Officer;
The compilation and tabulation of data collected for the Agriculture Show conducted.
Data requirements of the Ministry were met through liaising .with the Samoa Bureau of
Statistics (SBS)

2.2
PLANNING SECTION
2.2.1 Planning
 The reviewing of the Agriculture Sector Plan 2011-2015 and formulation of a new ASP
2016-2020 facilitated and coordinated;
 The monthly monitoring of divisional activities as outlined in their implementation plans,
and compile report for the EMT conducted;
 The Divisional Annual Plans and Implementation Plans formulated.
 The implementation of divisional activities including development projects and micro
projects at the Ministerial Level monitored and evaluated.
 The formulation and compilation of Divisional Performance Framework for FY2015/2016 for
submission to the Ministry of Finance assisted.
 The preparation of project proposals for development projects assisted.
2.2.2








Project Coordination
The SACEP activities assigned under the division - “Samoa Agriculture Competitive
Enhancement Project (SACEP) implemented;
The implementation of the World Bank Project – “Agriculture & Fisheries Cyclone
Response Project (AFCRP) assisted;
The Ministry’s development projects and FAO Tele-food funded small grant projects
monitored quarterly;
Six (6) new project proposals to FAO Tele-food Program for funding assistance prepared
and submitted;
The implementation of six (6) new Approved Tele-food Projects facilitated:
i. Small Scale Commercial Fisheries Projects;
ii. Small Scale Commercial Piggery Projects;
iii. Sustainable Mix-Crop Development Projects;
The Inter-Ministries Project coordinated:
i. The counterpart role in the implementation of agriculture related projects such as the
SPC/USAID Food Security Project, MNRE ICCRIFS Project and Tourism-Farmer Link
with line Ministries played.

2.3

COMMUNICATION SECTION

2.3.1

Agricultural and fisheries articles from technical divisions to publicize in the Samoa
Observer weekly collected;
About twelve (12) Faailoa Newsletters, MAF Corporate Plan, SOSAF report, Farm
Management Manual, Market Link reports published and disseminated;
Maintained the Information publications and assist students and stakeholders with
information required.

2.3.2
2.3.3
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2.3.4

2.3.5
2.3.6
2.3.7
2.3.8
2.3.9
2.4


3.



4.
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About twenty (20) copies of the MAF’s Annual Report 2014/15 for the Cabinet’s approval
and eighty copies of which for the Parliamentary deliberations and final endorsement
compiled and submitted;
Four (4) TV Contracts (1 at TV3, 2 at TV1 and 1 at EFKS TV) for airing MAF’s
advertisements, notices, panel discussions coordinated and signed;
Two (2) Radio Contracts (Talofa FM and 2AP) for Radio Talkbacks which were held every
Tuesday morning coordinated and signed
The production of eight (8) TV advertisements for Ministry Divisions and Agriculture Shows
for both Upolu and Savaii facilitated and assisted;
Registered farmers for the Stimulus Package Program, Agro Shows and World Food Day
visited and paid accordingly;
The secretariat role for the Coordinating Committees performed by the Unit staff.
OTHER ACTIVITIES
Meetings of Agriculture Shows (Upolu and Savaii), World Food Day and Open Day
Committee coordinated, secretarial roles played, and the preparation of banners and
awareness programs.
The establishment of Ministry’s Information Hub coordinated and facilitated.
CHALLENGES AND CONSTRAINTS
Delay in the recruitment process led to an overload of work for the remaining staff.
There was a huge overlap of staff duties and responsibilities, especially with the SACEP
project and other Ministry activities such as the Agriculture Week and World Food Day
celebration.
Worked towards a tight budget for Awareness Programs due to budget cut thus limiting the
planned activities.
RECOMMENDATION
Speed–up the staff selection and recruitment process to assist with the overload and
overlapping duties and responsibilities.
Should approve the proposed budget for Awareness Programs.
Need more In-country training for existing staff.

2015-2016
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SECTION SIX:

CORPORATE SERVICES DIVISION

1.

OUTPUT DESCRIPTION: To conduct research and analysis, develop best practice
policies and systems in the areas of human resource management, financial management,
administration, asset management, records management and information technology.
Facilitate effective implementation and compliance with relevant legislations, policies and
directives of the Government of Samoa.

2.

ACTIVITIES
The Corporate Services Division plays a central and supporting role to all employees and
stakeholders in the areas of Human Resources, Administration, Finance and Information
Technology Sections. The functions of each section are described as follows and
activities/developments will also be identified;

2.1

HUMAN RESURCE SECTION
At the commencement of the Financial Year 2015/2016, approved funded positions totalled
475 (372 permanent and 103 casuals).
This unit is responsible for overseeing areas as outlined below:
Provide efficient and effective policy advice and analysis based on requests from
various divisions in terms of restructuring and salary reclassifications.
Management and implementation of the Recruitment and Selection process.
Coordination and formulation of Performance Management systems for the Ministry
Coordination of Induction courses for newly recruited staff
Investigate and report on staff grievances and appeals to relevant authorities
Coordination of travel logistics for official trips of MAF employees
Coordination of MAF employees capacity building exercise locally

2.1.1



Employee Services - End of Service
Retirements/End of Contract/Dismissal/Resignations) and Continuation of Service)
Employee Retention comes in different areas such as retirement, end of contracts and
dismissals, resignations as well as extension of services.
Figure 1a: Summary for employees whom granted extension of their services due to
Retirement, upon completion of allocated Terms and Contracts.
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Figure 1b: Number of Employees whom granted extension of service within the FY 20152016
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2.1.2


EXTENSION OF RETIREMENT

EXTENSION OF TERM

Recruitment and Selection of Employees
Appointments of employees made within the Ministry in this financial period are
summarized below:
Figure 2: Summary of New Recruitment AND THE TYPES OF aPPOINTMENTSfor FY 20152016
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2.1.3


30

NEW APPOINTMENTS

TOTAL # OF EMPLOYEES

RECRUITMENT AND SELECTION OF EMPLOYEES

TYPE OF APPOINTMENTS

Overseas Trainings/Meetings/Workshops
There were quite a number of trainings, workshops, meetings and courses provided by the
Ministry for not only its employees but also farmers and project staff as well.
Majority of these trainings were relevant to technical divisions of the Ministry with an overall
total of two hundred and ten (210) attended to.
Outline below is a summary of total number of trainings attended to by the Ministry
employees, project staff and its stakeholders (farmers) within this financial period.
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Figure 3: Summary of trainings attended to by the Ministry employees, project staff and
its stakeholders (farmers) within this financial period.
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2.1.4

Discipline Cases
In the whole financial year only one (1) discipline case determined whereby a salary
deduction of SAT$25 per fortnight was applied.

2.2

ADMINISTRATION UNIT
MAF was recognized and awarded for coming 1stin Excellent Telephone Customer Service
which was conducted by the Office of the Public Service Commission for all Government
Ministries.
There were no issues raised in the Audit Management letter with regards to Staff
Attendance, Payroll and leave entitlements.
Provide Effective and efficient services in mail circulation.
Compilation and preparation of the Ministry’s personnel costs during budget.
Oversee the Payroll of the Ministry to ensure accuracy of claims, on-time posting of casual
time sheets, relevant allowances, to avoid and rectify immediately any errors in calculations
and mis-posting.
27 Employees whom applied for payment of Long Service Leave, but were only entitled to
50% due to insufficient savings at the time.
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2.3
2.3.1





2.3.2








1 Spot Check of Attendance conducted for Savaii.
Procurement of another new E-record photocopier/printer paid under SACEP.
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Achievements
Installed, configured and tested Asau office connection on SNBH link. Now Asau offices
(CROPS and Fisheries) have access to email and shared folders on our managed servers
in the main office.
Assisted SACEP IT Consultant in building E-Voucher system mainly in providing network
configurations and accessibility.
Installed and tested Digicel VLANs for APHD at Vaea and Fisheries divisions for
connections of both data and voice.
Liaised and installed new telephone line at Fisheries office at Toloa.
Completed second review of our MAF IT Policy.
On-going Activities
Contributed in planning and setting up of the Global ePhyto Solution for Quarantine
Division in terms of ICT involvement and deployment.
Upload and make relevant information available online for interested users on the
ministry’s website after endorsement by ACEOs.
On-going researches into Open Source System that improves MAF network and identify
cost saving measures
On-going researches into integrated database management platform to integrate the
ministry’s scattered databases.
On-going researches into updated technologies for MAF to adapt as we don’t want to use
obsolete applications and technologies architecture.
Immediately take appropriate action against staff who misuses ICT resources
Continued providing ICT services to all divisions as requested everyday regardless of their
locations as listed below:
i. PC maintenance and services
ii. Troubleshoot 12 different networks of the ministry (APHD-1, CROPS – 3, main office,
Fisheries, Minister’s office, Savaii – 2, Quarantine – 3)
iii. Configure and install new printers and computers
iv. Assist LTS in troubleshooting of PABX – telephone extensions
v. Updating and upgrading windows servers patches
vi. Updating antivirus from servers to clients PCs and laptops
vii. Troubleshooting of 2 Fisheries servers hosted at the Fisheries office mainly
administration and network maintenance.
viii. Applications maintenance
ix. Creating new user accounts for access to the servers and email system.
x. Finding and evaluating quotes of requested ICT equipment and forwarded to respective
requested divisions.
xi. Backup servers 3 times a week to be stored safely at our APHD Office at Vaea.

2.4
FINANCE SECTION
As a support provider for the Ministry’s financial needs throughout the year, our tasks are ongoing
activities from year to year. The tasks and achievements include:
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Attending to daily financial operation needs of the Ministry
Updating of asset register on the Finance One Asset Module
Responded to queries on the Ministry’s financial performance, payments and all other financial
matters that needed attention from time to time in accordance with set policies and relevant
legislations.
Reviewed and developed internal control to minimize vehicle fuel expenditures in all divisions

2015-2016
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Provided computation, preparation and compilation of Budget Estimates & Performance
Indicators for the Ministry in November 2015 & March 2016 and Budget & Performance
Achievements for Mid-Year Review during February 2016.
Providing of 12 monthly analysis reports on financial and budget status together with advice
and recommendations in ensuring compliance with relevant legislations, policies and
procedures and also providing advice, recommendations to the executive team.
Assisting with the coordination of the Upolu and Savaii Agriculture & Fisheries Show Budget
(15-16October &18-19 December 2015) and ensuring all the divisional needs were catered for
and the prize giving finale was a success. Also ensure that the Show’s Special Purpose
Account is properly reconciled and accounted for.

2.4.1 FINANCIAL REPORT
2.4.1.1 Budget Analysis
I.


Approved Estimates:
During this financial year, the Ministry aimed at strengthening its outreach programs for
farmers and such was made available with the assistance from donors.



Local funding of $13.6m was granted for the reviewed financial year comprising of
$11.3m for Outputs provided by the Ministry, $2.3m for Transactions on Behalf of the
State while Cost Recoveries remained at $1.25m.



This was a noted decrease of 3% of overall budget if compared to the previous
financial year. Such decrease was a result of:
i)
$0.037m reduced from Total Outputs delivered by the Ministry hence overall
$0.077m reduced with VAGST Output Tax.
ii)
Removal of $0.003m for MatautuFalelatai lease regardless of the $0.153m
additional new leases for Tanumalala, Olomanu, SPA, Nuu 2and slight increase
with FAO Sub Regional Office lease.
iii)
$0.1m Reduced from Stimulus Package for FY15/16 despite the slight increase
of $0.008m for Agriculture development project.
iv)
Removal of $0.2m for construction of Vaea access road as completed during
FY14/15
v)
Removal of $0.18m for MOR outstanding arrears as settled during FY14/15

II. Actual Spending
 At the end of the reviewed financial year, MAF had expended 96% ($13.5m) of its
granted appropriation mainly as a consequence of the 99% utilisation rate of $11.3m
for Output provided by the Ministry funds. The difference noted on the Approved
Estimates for FY 15/16 of $0.350mis due to the approved supplementary funds for
WIBDI budget shortage of FY14/15.
2.4.1.2 Outputs Provided by the Ministry:
 Of the $11.3m approved, only $0.14m remained unexpended.
committed as follows:
Table 1 : Outputs Provided by the Ministry
Outputs provided
Output
Approved
by the Ministry
Code
Budget

Actual
Expenditure

The majority were

Variance to
Budget

CEO Office

1110

487,259

477,302

9,957

Minister's Office

1120

689,349

622,555

66,794

Quarantine

1130

1,248,478

1,195,069

53,409
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Crops

1140

3,522,313

3,255,395

266,918

Livestock

1150

1,664,900

1,599,397

65,503

Fisheries

1160

2,045,114

2,029,160

15,954

Policy, Planning,
Communication

1170

571,423

557,077

14,346

Central Supporting
Services (Corporate
Serv)
Total

1291

1,062,773

1,002,052

60,721

11,291,609

10,738,007

553,602

2.4.2.1 Personnel Spending

94% ($7.9m)of the abovementioned $11.3m was appropriated for personnel
expenditures. However, identified savings were available as a consequence of the
staff turnover throughout the year, and these savings were vired to cater for capital,
operational and staff benefits.

At year end, remaining personnel funds still amounted to $0.53m. These funds were
for unutilised board & committee allowance and Casuals transferred to permanent
staff, resigned or terminated. Moreover, unutilised retirement benefits due to new
WCE 2015 policy with regards to calculation of benefits.
2.4.2.2 Operating Spending
 On the other hand, $2.8mof the abovementioned $11.3m was appropriated for the
ministry’s operational needs. At year end, the remaining operating funds amounted to
$0.016m. Fortunately this was offset by the remaining personnel funds mentioned
earlier. In assessing such, it was a consequence of pending payment batches at
Ministry of Finance during the closed of financial year where outstanding balances
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have been carried forward to the next financial year and result with unspend portion
above.
2.4.2.3 Capital
 The ministry planned to utilize available savings to procure any needed capital items as
these were mostly replacement of old obsolete office equipments. Throughout the
reviewed year, $0.051m worth of office equipment, tools and furniture’s were procured.
 In addition were other assistance from external donors such as:
i) Procurement of:
 Mobile Slaughter Unit Track,Equipmentsand materials
 Furnitures and fittings for Togitogiga Farm Manager’s House
 Generator, chain saws & water blaster for APHD
 3 Water tanks 500ltrs for Crops irrigation demonstration
 4 Water tanks 3000ltrs & 3 water tanks 5000ltrs for APHD
 50 Pieces of Drinking troughs for Sheep at APHD
 2 Multifunction Copier (Samsung/Richo) for APHD & CSD and HP Printer for
Crops
 TV, Freezers, Fridges and vacuum cleaner for Post Entry Quarantine at Vaea
2.4.2.4 Transactions on Behalf of the State
 A total of $2.7m was appropriated for this category, which is the same as the previous
financial year. However, only $2.3m was expended for the following:
i) Membership Fee:
 In maintaining partnerships with our international counterparts, $0.2m worth of
memberships and subscriptions were renewed for the reviewed period. In
return, the Ministry had received continuous assistance through implementation
of local projects and staff capacity building locally and internationally.
ii) Leases:
 In strengthening of the Ministry’s outreaching programs in the rural areas,
$0.19m was paid for renewed land leases except for the PoutasiFalealili, Atele,
Tanumalala&Nuu 2 leases still in review process while Salelologa lease
completed this financial year during November 2015.On the same note, $0.37m
was paid for lease of office premises.
iii) Ministry Programs:
 This year celebrated the third Agriculture and Fishery Week held on 12-16
October 2015 and the celebrated events were:
(a) Replanting of Coconut - $0.01m
(b) MAF Open Day - $0.02m
(c) Upolu Agriculture and Fishery Show - $0.3m
 Not included in the Agriculture week was the $0.25m Savaii Agriculture &
Fishery Show held on 18-19December 2015.
 Overall, $0.58m was expended for the successful implementation of the above.
2.5
COST RECOVERY
 ($1.8m) was collected by the Ministry in this FY. Compared to the ($1.25m) projections, MAF
achieved its target by 43%, an equivalent of ($0.8m) in monetary terms. We would like to flag
that all our cost recovery collections depended heavily on the demand from the public.
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Outputs
Provided by the
MInistry



Output
Code

Approved
Budget

Actual
Revenue

Variance to Budget

Quarantine

1130

-384,390

-718,806

334,416

Crops

1140

-232,600

-84,269

-148,331

Livestock

1150

-154,726

-138,904

-15,822

Fisheries

1160

-480,460

-854,781

374,321

TOTAL

-1,252,176

-1,796,760

544,584

To elaborate on this achievement, it was a result of:
I.

High demand for:
a. Water blast services for vehicles rendered to the public
b. Ice machine sales and fish Market table rents
c. Crops seedlings and yields
d. Sale of live animals for breeding and consumption
II. Registration of foreign and local fishing vessels
III. Transhipment fee from International Fishing Vessels
3.
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CHALLENGES & CONSTRAINTS
Shortage of staff due to high staff turnover and delay recruitment
Remote locations/sites of divisions
Lack of resources (capital & financial)
Lack of training opportunities for CSD staff
Low salary given the huge size of the ministry
Prolonged delay of approvals for reviewed and additional positions from PS

2015-2016
4.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Firstly, a need to review the CSD structure so to reflect the concerns in the changing
working environment. This in fact will take into account the need for salary readjustment so
to reflect the huge size of the ministry and staff shortage.
In MAF, there is a need for capacity building as is necessary for our employees to be
empowered with the right skills and knowledge.
Poor working environment and lack of resources has contributed to poor performance. The
lack of qualified personnel to manage facilities creates the risk of insufficient output at
work.
Reviewing/reshuffling of its divisional structure and imposing of appropriate internal
controls to effectively manage operations in all aspects of the Ministry.
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